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ABSTRACT
I.D. No.: 6219529
Key Words: ATTITUDE, ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHERS, VISUAL LITERACY
Name: PARAWEE NAMWONG
Thesis Title: EXPLORING ATTITUDES OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHERS IN A
PRIVATE UNIVERSITY IN THAILAND TOWARDS VISUAL LITERACY
Thesis Advisor: ASST. PROF. DR. ROSUKHON SWATEVACHARKUL
______________________________________________________________________________
The objectives of this study were 1) to explore attitudes of university teachers in one
private university in Thailand towards visual literacy in English language teaching; 2) to explore
perceived behaviors of university teachers in one private university Thailand regarding visual
literacy application in English language teaching.
This study took the form of a cross sectional survey using a questionnaire to collect both
quantitative and qualitative and data from 56 English teachers in a private university in Thailand.
The survey consisted of 5-point Likert scale questions, open-ended questions, as well as
questions about the respondents’ background.
The findings revealed that the overall attitude of respondents of the selected university
towards visual literacy in English language teaching was at a high level. The mean of the
teachers overall attitude towards visual literacy was M = 3.41 and the SD = 0.21. However, this
moderately high positive attitude was not reflected in their teaching behavior. Data analysis
indicated the respondents were only average in their behavior of visual literacy application. Their
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behavior fell in the average zone with where M = 3.2 and an SD = 0.05. The findings suggested
that some teachers lack knowledge and skills regarding visual literacy and therefore were not
comfortable using it, while others felt visual literacy to be too time consuming. A few teachers
also expressed the belief that visual literacy was not appropriate for students at high levels of
English language learning.
Pedagogical implications from this research are that teachers need more learning
regarding visual literacy and how to apply it in classroom. They need to understand that visual
literacy is equally important as traditional literacy and realize that the benefits of visual literacy
is not limited only to beginning levels of English language learners.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a discussion of the background of visual literacy and rationale of
the study. Reasons why the particular subject was selected for the study are also mentioned.
Next, research questions and objectives are stated along with definitions of terms. Then scope,
limitation, and significance are discussed.
Background of Study
In today’s highly digital visual world, visual media has become an integral part of
learning because it is a tool with which people communicate and exchange ideas. Students
constantly encounter and create meaning and knowledge through images. They are exposed to a
vast quantity of visual imagery such as billboards, photographs, television, videos, maps,
memes, digital stories, video games, timelines, signs, political cartoons, posters, flyers,
newspapers, magazines, movies, DVDs; not to mention, the numerous social media platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Reddit which is abundant with visual media.
According to Gangwer (2016), in his article “Learning Differences”, 65% of people in the world
are visual learners. Consequently, it is very likely that 65 % of students will be visual learners.
Yet, most teachers still rely on text for instruction without using visual support to make learning
easier. Gangwer advocated that students learn best from visual stimulation accompanied by
active learning strategies. He affirmed that teachers need to employ techniques and technology
that will prepare students for the visual world in which they will live and work. In order to teach
students to be visually literate, teachers need to be visual teachers (Gangwer, 2016).
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According to Mac Donnchaidh (2018), visual information is more memorable and is
transferred faster. The brain processes visual information extremely quickly and is able to
perceive images that they see for 13 milliseconds. About 90% of information transmitted to the
brain comes from visual perception. Mac Donnchaidh (2018), asserted that visual information
helps students to communicate with the world around them. It enriches understanding, increases
enjoyment, creates educated image-readers, and therefore is a great support for English as an
Additional Language (EAL) learners. Visual images are of immense benefit to teaching non
English learners. Not only can they be used as flashcards, writing frames, and discussion starters,
but having students themselves create images can also be a great way to assess their
understanding of more abstract concepts and vocabulary (Mac Donnchaidh, 2018).
Karastathi (2016) explained that today the concept of literacy is expanding beyond
reading, writing, and arithmetic, and beyond the world of printed text to include the digital, the
visual and the multimedia. Educational systems and the Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL) world are starting to address these new literacy needs, and acknowledge
that students need skills to evaluate and interpret still and moving image texts (Karastathi, 2016).
Both Robertson (2007) and Goldstein (2016) stressed the value of visual literacy and
report that according to their studies teachers tended to ignore the visual aspect and focus more
on text and writing skills. They also reported that teachers were not well equipped to teach visual
literacy, not having been educated nor trained adequately in teaching visual literacy (Robertson,
2007; Goldstein, 2016).

Given that most learners are visual learners, it makes sense that students need to be taught
to be visually literate. Therefore, visual literacy is an important component which needs to be
integrated into today’s classroom teaching. Teachers need to prepare students to be able to
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comprehend and interpret beyond just written text. Visual literacy - the ability to read, write and
create visual images - has become an essential learning skill in the 21st century.
Rationale
Visual literacy is recognized today as an important component in education. Therefore,
there has been a move to incorporate visual literacy in English language teaching in many parts
of the world and is mandated in many educational institutions as part of the curriculum.
Darasawang (2007) explained that, according to the policy of the developmental plan at
the tertiary level, English is still a compulsory subject at the tertiary level in Thailand. That being
the case, the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) of Thailand deemed it necessary to
standardize English language teaching so that all universities, both governmental and private,
would possess the same standards in their courses. Therefore, the Consortium for English
compulsory courses were set up in the year 2000 to help develop an English language
curriculum. Undergraduate students were required to take 12 credits or 4 subjects of English to
complete their degree. Of the 4 subjects, the first two subjects taken were foundation courses.
The other two were taught as English for specific purposes (Darasawang, 2007).
In April 2016, the Higher Education Commission (HEC) announced a policy to
standardize English language learning of Thai undergraduate students. The announcement
required that all universities specify their own English language policy and goals to standardize
their students’ English language proficiency (Higher Education Commission, 2016).
Hence, universities are free to establish their own English language curriculum, courses,
and policies as well as to implement various approaches to provide effective English language
instruction as they see fit, as long as the objective of the HEC was addressed. Inclusion of visual
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literacy in English language teaching at the tertiary level was arbitrary and dependent on the
policy of individual universities. Since, visual literacy in English teaching instruction is not a
major priority it tends to be overlooked or neglected. Teachers may have limited knowledge or
awareness about visual literacy and how to apply it to their English language teaching and those
that do have the knowledge, may not teach visual literacy since it’s not required to do so.
Begoray (2001) believed that the problem with following this new literacy paradigm is,
teachers need to receive training in visual literacy and media production. Before teachers can
include visual literacy in their teaching of English language, they need to develop their own
viewing and representing skills. A good teacher is usually articulate and has good oral skills; and
while this remains very important, teachers today also need to be skilled in the visual aspects
(Begoray, 2001).

Karastathi (2016) said that, in order for English language teachers to be able to
understand multimodal communication and help their learners develop multimodal
communicative competence, there is an urgent need for pre-service and training in the role of
multimodality and visual literacy in language education. Aspects of visual literacy training need
to be included in the syllabus of pre-service and in-service teacher training courses in order to
empower teachers in an era of multimodal communication and to prepare them to equip their
students to handle the visual world (Karastathi, 2016).

According to Robertson (2007), very few studies had been done specifically on the
attitudes of English/language arts teachers towards visual literacy and/or their extent of using
visual learning modes to teach visual literacy. Most English/language arts teachers received little
or no training in how to teach visual literacy, and teacher training programs concentrate mainly
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on developing writing skills and studying literature (Robertson, 2007). This is supported by
Goldstein (2016), who stated that language teachers tend to focus on written texts in their
teachings and materials, ignoring the visual aspect. Images were seen as decorative or secondary
to text, without educational value. Teachers need to realize that images can actually enhance text
and make English language learning easier for the English as an Additional Language (EAL)
student. Therefore, Matusiak et al. (2019) affirmed that there is a greater need for visual literacy
education in classrooms. Their study of University students’ visual literacy skills indicated that
students had limited instruction in visual literacy and teachers did not teach them the skills of
selecting, evaluating, and using images to convey meaning. Furthermore, teachers were not
concerned with the citation of images. The study concludes that in a world rich with visual
media, students need to recognize that images have a source and authors who have ownership
and rights to those images.

Limited studies about the inclusion of visual literacy in English language teaching in
Thailand can be found. Universities are not required to make any provision for visual literacy in
their English language courses, making visual literacy teaching arbitrary. One of the few studies
related to the use of visual literacy in English language teaching in Thailand is Phanthapongtam
and Charumanee’s (2019) regarding The Use of Visual Literacy Strategies to Enhance Reading
and Critical Thinking Abilities. Results of their study indicated that visual literacy is indeed
effective in teaching English reading and critical thinking. Their study explored the use of visual
literacy strategies to enhance English reading and critical thinking abilities of high school Thai
students in a certain school. An experimental group received visual literacy strategy instructions,
while the control group did not. Results of the study showed that the reading and critical thinking
ability level of the experimental group was significantly higher than the control group, which led
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to Phanthapongtam and Charumanee’s conclusion that visual literacy instruction is effective in
teaching English reading and critical thinking (Phanthapongtam & Charumanee, 2019). These
findings definitely call for more research in this area.
The aim of this research is to investigate the attitude of teachers teaching English in Thai
universities regarding visual literacy. Attitude in this thesis refers to an individual’s perception
towards something that results from a combination of the individual’s cognitive beliefs, affective
states, and perceived control. Attitude plays an important part in English language teaching
because it is the teachers’ attitude which will determine their willingness to include visual
literacy in their teaching to enhance their students’ language learning achievement. Therefore it
is important to explore teachers’ attitudes towards the concept of teaching visual literacy.
Administrators of learning institutions need to know what prior knowledge teachers have
regarding visual literacy, how they feel about teaching visual literacy and if they would be
willing and ready to teach visual literacy.
Therefore, this research will be conducted to find out how much teachers teaching
English at one particular private University in Thailand know about visual literacy, how they feel
about it, whether they teach it or not, and would they be willing to teach it. Hence, the research
questions are as follows:
Research Questions
In this study the researcher attempts to find answers to the following questions:
1. What are the attitudes of university teachers in a private university in Thailand towards
visual literacy in English language teaching?
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2. What are the perceived behaviors of university teachers in a private university in
Thailand regarding visual literacy application in English language teaching?
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are:
1. To explore the attitudes of university teachers in a private university in Thailand towards
visual literacy in English language teaching.
2. To explore the perceived behaviors of university teachers in a private university Thailand
regarding visual literacy application in English language teaching.
Theoretical Framework
The focus of this study is to explore attitudes of English language teachers. Therefore the
theoretical framework is based on Van Alderen-Smeets (2011) framework of attitude that she
used in her study of primary teachers’ attitude towards teaching science. Alderen-Smeets defined
attitude as an individual’s perception towards something that results from a combination of the
individual’s cognitive beliefs, affective states, and perceived control. All of these three
components will interact and lead to behavior outcomes.
Aalderen-Smeets (2011) explained that a person’s cognitive belief consists of the
evaluative thoughts and beliefs that he/she has about the attitude object (Alderen-Smeets, 2011).
Flanders, Fishbein, and Ajzen (1975) stated that the cognitive component of attitudes refers to
the beliefs that an individual associates with an object. It can be compared to the general
knowledge that an individual has. Beliefs are generally defined as convictions that individuals
have in their minds which they regard to be true. Beliefs can play a part in determining behavior
(Flanders, Fishbein, & Ajzen, 1975).
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Affective state is a person’s feelings and emotions towards an attitude object. The
affective state works alongside the cognitive beliefs to form an individual’s attitude. Verbal
affective responses can be expressions of admiration or disgust, appreciation or disdain, like or
dislike. Nonverbal affective responses can be seen in facial expressions and other bodily
reactions (Ajzen, 1988).
The concept of self-efficacy is defined as a person’s beliefs about his/her ability to
perform a certain action, which is based on internal factors such as knowledge, confidence, and
skills. It is similar to self‐confidence, and the two concepts have often been used
interchangeably. It is influenced by previous experiences such as successes and failures, and by
feedback (Aalderen-Smeets, 2011).
According to Van Alderen-Smeets’ (2011) theoretical framework, these three
components – cognitive, affective, and perceived control – combine together to create a person’s
overall attitude which will then lead to some form of action or behavior. Wicker (1969) explains
that behavior is a verbal or nonverbal response by an individual and it consists of actions or
observable responses that are the result of the individual’s attitude. It involves some physical
response (favorable/unfavorable) from the individual towards the attitude object.
Conceptual Framework

The following figure demonstrates the conceptual framework applied in this study, as based on
Van Alderen-Smeets’ (2011) theoretical framework.
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Figure 1.1

Conceptual Framework

Attitude Towards Visual Literacy

Cognitive Beliefs

Affective States

Perceived Control

of Visual Literacy

of Visual Literacy

of Visual Literacy

(Beliefs/Knowledge)

(Feelings)

(Self-Efficacy)

Perceived Behaviors
(Application of visual literacy in teaching)

As depicted in the above framework, attitude has three components - cognitive beliefs,
affective states, and perceived control. Any information or facts we have about objects is the
cognitive component. On the basis of knowledge and belief about an object, individuals will
form feelings of like or dislike towards the object – these feelings are the affective component.
An individual’s confidence in his/her ability to do something successfully is the perceived
control which will strongly influence his/her behavior. On the basis of the information, feelings,
and self-confidence that an individual has towards the object, he/she will act towards the object
in a specific way – this is the behavior output. These three components – cognitive, affective,
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and perceived control – combine together to create a person’s overall attitude which will then
lead to some form of action or behavior (Alderen-Smeets, 2011).

This researcher used Aalderen-Smeets’ framework of attitude because it is similar in
objective to the purpose of this research. Aalderen-Smeets’ research was targeted at investigating
attitude of teachers towards science in order to gain insight into the teachers’ attitude towards
science and to help development of interventions to improve specific aspects of teachers'
attitudes. Similarly, the purpose of this research is to investigate attitude of teachers towards
teaching visual literacy in order to gain insight into how much teachers know, how they feel,
how confident are they about teaching visual literacy, as well as to explore the extent of their
application of visual literacy in English teaching.
Scope of Study
The study aims to investigate the attitude of these English language teachers towards
visual literacy and their application of visual literacy in the classroom. The population of this
study consisted of 80 English language teachers at a private university in Thailand. However,
since only 56 teachers responded to the survey, the sample was 56. The instrument used was a
cross sectional survey whereby data was collected through both quantitative and qualitative
methods namely 30 Likert scale response questions, 4 yes-no response style questions, and 5
open-ended questions. The results of the five-point Likert scale items were analyzed to find the
mean score and stand deviation (SD). Data from the open-ended questions was analyzed by
content analysis using the type of conceptual or thematic analysis. Half of the 56 open ended
responses was analyzed in detail. These 28 responses were selected based on the fact that they
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responded with some details to the questions, as other respondents left the open-ended questions
blank.
Definitions of Terms
Affective States refers to the individuals’ feelings towards visual literacy
Attitudes refers to a person’s knowledge and feelings that lead to the behavior of teaching visual
literacy. These three aspects are identified as cognitive beliefs, affective state, and perceived
control. Attitudes are measured by a questionnaire.
Perceived Behaviors refers to the individual’s perceived verbal or non-verbal response to the
application of teaching visual literacy as determined from the questionnaire open responses.
Perceived behaviors are measured by a questionnaire. (Behaviors are observable by others,
perceived behaviors are what the individual believes that he/she is doing.)
Cognitive Beliefs means an individual’s ideas and knowledge concerning visual literacy.
Perceived control refers to self-efficacy which is an individual’s confidence in their ability to
teach visual literacy.
Teachers refers to English language teachers teaching at a private university in Thailand where
the research will be conducted.
Visual literacy refers to the ability to understand visual images and the ability to create or use
images as a means of expression and communication in English.
Significance of Study
This study of how university teachers teaching English in Thailand view, understand, and
apply visual literacy concepts in the classroom will be valuable in helping to determine the needs
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of current, as well as prospective teachers. By assessing their attitudes and perceived behavior,
the study can provide a better understanding of how university teachers teaching in Thailand
view their roles with regards to visual literacy teaching. Data gained from the research may help
educational establishments in Thailand improve their curriculum for university students studying
in English language teaching. They can consider adding some visual literacy courses to their
curriculum to ensure that their graduates will have some formal background in visual literacy.
Furthermore, this study may help to identify several factors that affect English teachers limited
application of visual literacy, where upon measures can be taken to improve and increase their
use of visual literacy in teaching English.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter discusses the framework of the thesis and reviews related articles and related
literature to provide theoretical background of the study. The working definition of attitude and
visual literacy in this research is explained and the concept of visual literacy is discussed along
with its benefits and importance to English language teaching. Other topics discussed include
visual literacy clues, visual thinking, visual communication, and usage of visual images in
teaching reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The chapter concludes with related research
studies.
What is Visual Literacy
Different theorists have their own ideas of what the definition of visual literacy should be
and have attempted to define visual literacy according to his/her own theoretical perspective
from his/her academic background and field of study. There is little consensus concerning a
single definition of visual literacy (Serafini, 2017).

Seels (1994) defined visual literacy as an aptitude to conduct visual communication,
visual thinking, and visual learning. Box and Cochenour (1995) and McPherson (2004) broke
visual literacy down into three specific abilities - visualizing internally, creating visual
images, and reading visual images. Based on this definition a visual literate person possesses
competence in visual thinking, visualization, and the ability to decode and encode visual texts.
Bamford (2003) defined visual literacy as the ability to visualize internally, communicate
visually and interpret visual images. Visual literacy also involves making judgements of the
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accuracy, validity and worth of images. “A visually literate person is able to discriminate and
make sense of visual objects and images; create visuals; comprehend and appreciate the visuals
created by others; and visualize objects in their mind’s eye. In order to communicate effectively
in today’s world, a person needs to be able to interpret, create and select images to convey a rage
of meanings” (Bamford, 2003, p. 1).
Messaris and Moriarty (2005, p. 482) emphasized that there are two main components
embodied in visual literacy: ‘the ability to understand visual images and the ability to create or
use images as a means of expression and communication’.
A similar meaning given by Gangwer (2016) defined visual literacy as the ability to
encode, or create a visual language, and the ability to decode, or understand the visual language.
Serafini (2017) stated that, visual literacy as a process of generating meanings through
multimodal modes that include written text, visual images, and design elements (Serafini, 2017).

Many experts including Kovalik and King (2004), as well as Seels (1994 cited in Moore
& Dwyer, 1994), broke down visual literacy into three components – visual thinking, visual
learning, and visual communication.
Despite all the different versions of definitions of visual literacy – some lengthy, some
more concise – the common theme in all these definitions is the understanding and creating of
visual images in its various forms and representations, or in other words ‘reading’ and
‘communicating’ through visual texts. For the purpose of this research, the operational definition
of visual literacy will simply be the ability to understand visual images and the ability to create
or use images as a means of expression and communication.
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Visual Thinking

Visual thinking is the ability to picture images in your mind using pictures, colors,
diagrams, or other visual elements. It also includes the organizing of thoughts, the concept of
questioning, and imagining possibilities. By human nature, visual recognition precedes verbal
recognition, thereby making visual thinking a more primary mode of thinking than verbal
thinking. However, verbal thinking remains the focus in the majority of educational institutions.
(Berger, 1972.)

People use visual thinking to create scenarios, organize their thoughts, to work out, in
their minds the possibilities of what would happen in various situations. This helps them to
create new ideas, solve problems, anticipate events, and be better prepared to handle things.
Humans respond and process to visual data better than any type of data. The human brain can
process visual information 60,000 times faster than text and 90 percent of information
transmitted to the brain is visual. Therefore, visual thinking is a fast, powerful, and effective
means of transferring information. It also helps humans to make projections into the future by
using their powers of imagination and creating possibilities. One form of visual thinking presents
itself in the form of what we call daydreaming.
Einstein said that he rarely thought in words at all but in images. It is said that he thought
of his theory of relativity, while he was observing a passing training and visualizing how the
scene fits into natural laws (Randhawa & Coffman, 1978). Even further back in time,
Archimedes realized how he could weigh the gold in the king’s crown when he physically
observed the water splashing out of the bath tub as he stepped in it. This image triggered his
visual thinking and led him to the solution he was looking for, and later became known as the
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water displacement principle. There are many visual thinking strategies that a teacher needs to
know how to select and use for different situations.
Visual Learning
Visual learning is a product of visual thinking. It is quick way of understanding and
acquiring data through visuals. Visual learning has been used by teachers to teach reading for
years. For children learning almost always begins with picture books with images of objects
accompanied with the name for the object is the customary convention. Pictures are used to help
them learn to read. While visual thinking and visual learning have been used extensively among
early elementary teachers to teach students to read and write, it has not been used as much in
upper grades. Only recently have visual learning tools been incorporated in teaching and learning
among higher levels (Robertson, 2007).
According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996), visual literacy is literacy in the same sense
as traditional literacy. Yet, visual literacy has never been emphasized as strongly in formal
education as traditional literacy, particularly at the secondary level and higher. This can be seen
very obviously in textbooks used at the different grade levels. Elementary textbooks are full of
visuals to enhance the students’ learning experience whereas in higher levels beyond elementary,
visual images become fewer with the bulk of materials being alphabetic text (Kress & Van
Leeuwen, 1996).
Graphic organizers, pictures, videos, and computers are visual tools that can be used to
help in instruction at all levels. Although it has been accepted that both verbal and visual modes
are needed for instruction, teacher training colleges in general do not provide much training or
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instruction to these future teachers in how to use visual techniques to enhance students’ learning
(Robertson, 2007).
Visual Communication
Visual communication is creating meaning through the use of visual elements, such as
charts and graphs, clip art and electronic images, to convey ideas and information to audience.
Visual communication can take many forms such as infographics, interactive content, motion
graphics, illustrations, animation, memes, graphs, and much more (Freeman, 2020).
When pictures, graphics, and other visual forms and symbols are used to transmit ideas
and information, the person on the receiving end of the communication must be able to
understand what the image means in order for the communication to make sense. Visual
communication takes place when 2 things occur. The sender knows how to represent his
meaning in visual form and the receiver understands the content of the visual representation. To
communicate through visuals effectively, the content and the form of the visual must
successfully interact with one another to make meaning (Robertson, 2007).
Effective visual communication in addition to textual information can yield significantly
positive learning outcomes on the part of the learners, as it will help the content to be engaging
and authentic. Learners will find the lessons practical, applicable to real-life situations,
collaborative, and fun (Reiser & Dempsey, 2007).
After learning to think visually and learning to use visual images, students can begin to
communicate using visual methods. The term visual communication implies that visual material
can convey information without words. While it is true images cannot express precise thoughts
and elaborate details in the way that language can, it is undeniable that pictures can relay
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information. According to Plato’s book Phaedrus, Socrates argued that visual communication
was a purer, more precise form than verbal communication and worried that written text would
detract from clear thinking (Warmington & Rouse, 1999).
Visual communication has enormous benefits. In the abundant information era of today,
visual communication helps to communicate ideas faster and better. Freeman (2020) categorizes
4 benefits of communication as follows:
Efficient - Instant Conveyance

Compared with verbal communication, visual communication is more efficient. For
example, a bar chart helps the audience find out the first and last item at a glance. A line
chart on sales with an uprising arrow tells readers immediately that the sales trend is
increasing.

Easy - Ease of Understanding

One of the primary advantage visual communication offers is simplicity. For example,
when you get lost, you can locate your destination easier and faster by looking at a visual
map and a 3D directional map will be even better.

Flexible - Cross-cultural Communication

In terms of cross-cultural communication, when people cannot understand a foreign
language, a symbol or a picture will remove the language obstacles. This is the reason
why many public places use signs in addition to words to convey messages. Visual charts
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and graphics can be posted online and put along highways and on billboards. Visual
communication can bridge geographic distance and cross cultural differences, as well as
language differences.

Enjoyable - Generation of Enjoyment
Visual materials are usually more eye-pleasing and can appeal to peoples’ emotions
which make the message behind the visual more easily remembered. Different visual
materials can bring out feelings of joy, peace, amusement, relaxation. This will make the
information it conveys more memorable to the viewer. It helps to make learning a subject
matter, including language learning, more enjoyable. Hence, students will remember
better and learn faster.

Importance of Visual Literacy
The human brain is designed to receive images. Researches prove that humans process
visuals 60,000 times faster than text. This is because, all the data from an image is taken in at the
same time, whereas text processing is done in a sequential fashion. Therefore being able to read
and write is not enough. Learners must be able to process both words and pictures. They must be
able to switch back and forth effortlessly between text and images, and between literal and
figurative modes (Burmark, 2002).
According to the article “The Science Behind why Our Brain Crave Infographics” by
Arunshory (2015), humans are visual beings; hence vision is the dominant sense. As can be seen
in figure 2.1, visual perception is the fastest way to perceive and absorb information.
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Figure 2.1
How Humans Perceive Information Visually

(from “The Science Behind why Our Brain Crave Infographics”, by M. Arunshory, 2015,
Pg.1.Copyright 2020 by Creativeshory)
70% of all human sensory receptors are in our eyes, and about half of our brain is devoted to
visual processing. Whatever the eye sees, is transmitted to the brain, where it is then translated
into information we can understand. It takes a human being 1/10 of a second to make sense of a
visual scene (refer to figure 2.1). Very often data that is presented through visual images is
conveyed faster and makes more sense (Arunshory, 2015).
Research shows that there are a wide range of benefits derived from visual literacy
namely – visual information is more memorable, visual information is transferred faster, helps
students communicate with the world around them, enriches understanding, increases
enjoyment, creates more educated image readers, and it supports English as an Additional
Language (EAL) learners (Mac Donnchaidh, 2018).
As society is becoming more globalized, visual literacy naturally takes on a more
significant role, not only in education, but it plays an important part in reducing the
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communication barrier when people do not have a common language for communicating
purposes (Kress, 2010).
The importance of visual literacy on an individual level is evident when educators take
into account the fact that people usually develop the ability to think visually first, even though
some individuals may prefer language based thinking. Unfortunately, development of visual
ability is often neglected in higher levels of education and the focus is more on abstract, logical,
word-based thinking (Robertson, 2007).
Guymon (2014) said that visual literacy is important for classroom teaching because
requiring and encouraging students to create nonlinguistic representations of concepts helps them
to gain a better understanding of that concept. Using linguistic or text-based literacy hand in
hand with visual literacy can increase students’ comprehension ability and help them remember
what they have learned better (Guymon, 2014).
As the world becomes increasingly rich in visual stimuli, the ability to construct
meaning from visual texts and express meaning with visuals text plays an important
role in effective communication because images are easier to assimilate and more universal
than words.

Various Visual Media Forms
Many different kinds of visual media forms which have emerged today due to modern
technology and social media platforms, can be used as effective learning/teaching tools. Today’s
students spend a lot of time on their phones or computers on the internet and many of them will
be familiar with some of the more modern visual media use in the social world such as
Instagram, emoji’s, Graphics Interchange Format (GIF’s), and memes.
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Guymon (2014) asserted that resourceful teachers can make use of these visual media to
help their students learn concepts or languages. Asking a student to find a picture to represent a
poem and sending it on Instagram to a common classroom hashtag would encourage students’
higher-ordered levels of thinking and also give them the free of creativity. Similarly emojis can
be used to direct students to effectively communicate through visual designs as they would have
to determine the message they want to share and evaluate the effectiveness of symbols to do so.
Viewing and responding to memes which requires linguistic, social, and intellectual skills can be
effective in promoting higher level of thinking and language usage. Therefore teachers should
use all the media/visual platforms that students employ on a daily basis as an opportunity to
develop their cognitive skills and language skills (Guymon, 2014).
Romero and Bobkina (2017) experimented on using memes as a visual resource to
promote linguistic skills and concluded that memes is a useful tool for English teaching. They
can be used to catch the students’ attention and integrate listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills (Romero & Bobkina, 2017).
Wasilewska (2017) said that the new generation of students think and communicate
through the use of images. Therefore teachers have to learn this new language of communication
in order to make lessons more attractive, as using only still pictures in course books is no longer
enough. Students today all carry mobile phones with them and use them to take quick photos on
the go. Therefore student’s mobile phones contains hundreds of photos that could and should be
used in lessons. Using a mobile phone, instead of just looking at a print picture in the book,
helped boost students’ involvement and made the activity more enjoyable. Her work
demonstrated that images have the ability to trigger curiosity, ideas, and creativity in the minds
of the students (Wasilewska, 2017).
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Antonia Claire (2017) discussed videos as another form of visual imagery that has the
power to engage, inform, and entertain learners. Videos can communicate messages simply,
efficiently, and also quite enjoyably in a very short time frame. They can be used as powerful
learning tools in classrooms. Videos are very easily accessible on the internet, the most popular
being Youtube. Almost five billion videos are watched daily and hundreds of hours of videos are
uploaded every minute. Watching videos teaches students about other cultures and the world.
They not only learn the language, but also how the language is used in the real world. It opens
their minds to cultures that are different from theirs. Claire concludes that teachers should
reconsider the methodology of language lessons to include more usage of videos, as videos
have huge unleashed potential in the field of language learning. They can be a dynamic and
powerful tool for teachers (Claire, 2017).

Visual Literacy and English Language Teaching
The English language is undeniably considered to be a global means of communication
and therefore not surprisingly, countries that do not use English as their first language mandates
English as a required subject in their educational curriculum. Governments put a great deal of
importance on English language learning and teaching in hopes of building their citizens to be
globally literate.
According to Suryanto (2014) the burden falls on teachers of English to help their
students develop reading, speaking, listening, and writing skills in a second language. Teaching
English to speakers who are non-native speakers of English is often challenging and teachers
need resources, skills, knowledge, and expertise to overcome the difficulties of the challenge.
Visual literacy can play an important part in helping English language teachers to overcome
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these difficulties, as well as speed up the language teaching process in a more effective manner.
Teachers who are visually literate will be able to understand the elements, meanings, and natures
of visual images and use those images for teaching English purposes. Visual literacy can help
English teachers design teaching plans that are more appealing and engaging, resulting in greater
interest and motivation on the student’s part and lead to quicker English language mastery.
“Integrating the visual images in the steps of teaching learning process may create better learning
atmosphere that trigger the students’ higher achievement” (Suryanto, 2014, p. 35).
Teachers who are visually literate are able to select suitable forms of images for teaching
the 4 English language skills of listening, reading, writing, and speaking, including sub skills of
the vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation (Suryanto, 2014).
Integration of visual literacy into English language teaching means using a combination
of words and visual forms to increase effectiveness of the learning process. Visuals help English
as an Additional Language (EAL) learners to understand what is being taught by providing
context that they can relate to and comprehend without much language proficiency. Studies that
have been conducted regularly show that teaching with words and visuals produce better results
than teaching with words only or visual only (Jin & Boling, 2010; Mayer, 2003).
Clark and Lyons (2011) identified the following benefits of integrating visual literacy
into the teaching learning process: directing attention, awakening appropriate prior knowledge,
managing mental loads, building mental models, transferring new skills, and optimizing
motivation. Incorporating visual literacy as a component of the lessons will help English as a
Second Language (ESL) students to develop their language skills more successfully.
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English language teachers realize that images help make learning English more
interesting and easier to understand for their English language learners. Modern technology
today has made visual stimuli easily available digitally for all levels of classrooms. The various
forms of visual stimuli include such things as images, flashcards, charts, posters, videos, memes,
cartoons, animation, and motion graphics. The power of images can be exploited through a wide
variety of engaging activities to facilitate language learning (Suryanto, 2014).
According to Wright (1989), pictures can be used to trigger student interest and
motivation and capture the attention of even the most disengaged student. They are able to
appeal to students’ emotions and imagination. They offer opportunities for students to engage in
communication of their feelings and experiences without having a right or wrong answer, which
in turn can lead to improved English language skills.
Images build context, promote multi-sensory learning, and “reactivate target language”
(Keddie 2009, p.9). Although the ELT community largely agrees on the numerous benefits of
utilizing visual images in language education, they have not been thoughtfully or methodically
incorporated and usage is reduced in advanced levels (Wright, 1989).
Images often appear in course books and it is interesting to see how they are used and
the purpose of their inclusion. Are they there to facilitate the learning process or are they just
decorative to make the course book appear more appealing. David Hill (2013) conducted an
analysis of the functions of images in three intermediate ELT course books aimed at young
adults and adults. He discovered that over half of the pictures (photos and drawings) are used
only for purposes of decoration. Hill states that experienced teachers would possibly try to make
use of those decorative images to arouse the students’ interest by using the pictures as a
discussion point for expressing personal connections or to trigger imagination. Hill’s analysis
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reveals that the pictures attached to the activities in the course book are used for fairly low level
practice and he states that “course books seem to offer very few opportunities for students to use
pictures to stimulate their own inner meanings” (Hill, 2013, p.165). However, in recent years
there has been increased usage of critical and creative images in course books which is a positive
development and shows that there is a trend towards more deliberate usage of images
(Karastathi, 2016).
With the realization of the importance of visual learning the role of the new learner needs
to be that of a ‘viewer-learner’ (Romero & Bobkina, 2017), which requires the acquisition of
alternative skills such as summarizing and interpreting visual images and design elements,
inferring and asking questions. The latest developments in EFL/ESL teaching indicate a need for
a curriculum “in which language, culture, and literature are taught as a continuum” (Romero &
Bobkina, 2017, p. 59).
Visuals are beneficial in helping to provide a rich content for EAL learners and also help
to make the curriculum accessible for EAL learners. Hall (1995) explains that this reduces the
language demands of an activity without compromising the cognitive demand. Visuals are also
serve as good starting points for collaborative activities in order to stimulate discussion. Many
researchers stress the importance of providing real opportunities for communication and using
collaborative group work to further language development (Hall, 1995).
The Bell Foundation (2020) founded to provide English language education for learners
of English as an additional language, compiled a list of benefits of utilizing visuals for EAL
learners as follows:
Visuals help learners to:
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-

Comprehend concepts and content

-

Helps clarify meaning

-

Demonstrate learner’s thought processes

-

Provide a record which can be revisited

-

Be used to summarize information and support learners in reporting back

-

Stimulate discussion/conversation

-

Provide a rich content
Romero and Bobkina (2017) stressed the importance of raising awareness of the need to

treat students of English as a foreign language (EFL) and English as a second language learners
(ESL) as visual learners, who need to acquire visual literacy in order to cope with multimodal
texts that will facilitate their acquisition of the English language.

Principles of Integrating Visual Images in Teaching English

It has become apparent that integrating visual literacy components into teaching reading,
writing, speaking, and listening helps students in their development of English language
learning. Visually literate teachers should be able to understand, create and use visual images.
Therefore, they need to be aware of underlying principles in the integration of visuals images in
their teaching. Some principles of integrating visual images in teaching English listed by
Meredith (1947) are as follows:

(1) The teacher should make adaptation to the available resources.
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(2) The visual images should be precisely related to a particular task in the learning process.

(3) A balance should be maintained between all the different elements in the learning process

(4) Teachers should develop student’s self-reliance to anticipate their language use in real
contexts.
Visuals (2020) from ‘The Bell Foundation’ said visuals can be used with EAL learners at
all stages of English language proficiency, at any age and across the curriculum. They help
English language learners build up their vocabulary faster, support comprehension of written
material, and help EAL learners to develop academic language. Here are some examples of how
visuals can be used to achieve effective and faster English language development:
1. Matching and grouping activities: Visual flashcards can be used by individuals or in groups to
sort, sequence or match with text flash cards. When used with a partner or group work, learners
can practice the target vocabulary as well as the language of agreeing and disagreeing,
expressing opinion, negotiating, compromising, etc.
2. Sequencing a series of photographs: For practical work, it is often useful to have a set of
images showing, a science experiment, a cycle, or the steps of a recipe. It helps learners to
understand at a glance the content without having to read a lot of text. It can be used as a review
of concepts already learned without the barrier of language and it can also be used to support or
stimulate their writing.
3. Visuals in textbooks and classroom resources: Pictures, diagrams, charts and graphs can be
used as a starting point of the activity, instead of presenting students with a long written text. For
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example, a learner could describe a picture or look at a cartoon strip void of words, then
complete a differentiated task rather than reading a text and answering comprehension questions.
Learners may then transfer their knowledge in the form of pictures, diagrams or graphic
organizers to communicate their responses.
4. Using graphic organizers: Graphic organizers are useful because they give a structure to
complex ideas and lend themselves to different types of language. For example a Venn diagram
typically pinpoints similarities and differences; mapping helps in organization of thoughts and
ideas, while charts and tables allow for a variety of different kinds of information.
5. Using image search to check meanings: When looking up new words in a dictionary, teach
EAL learners to use an image search in addition to their bilingual dictionary to check if the
picture and text meaning match. They can type in the new word into an image finder such as
Google and the image of the new word will come up, in the case that the word is an object.
6. Providing extra supporting visuals: Provide extra visuals for EAL learners who may have
difficulty understanding spoken explanations or written texts, e.g. images to support
understanding of a poem or story. This way learners can look at the visuals to guess what the text
is referring to or what is happening in the story (Visuals, 2020).
Visual Literacy in Multimodality and Semiotics
Multimodality refers to the ways that people use various modes of representation to
express themselves and make meaning of the information they access through the senses. These
modes of representation are not exclusive to reading and writing print based texts (Callow, 2011;
Iyer & Luke, 2010; Kress, 2010; Walsh, 2010). The New London Group (1996) outlined six
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modes or design categories involved in meaning making. These are: linguistic (language in
cultural settings), visual (images), audio (sounds), gestural (movement), spatial (space and place)
and multimodal (relates to all the above).

Many texts today are multimodal, whereby meaning is communicated through
combinations of two or more modes. Multimodal texts include picture books, text books, graphic
novels, comics, and posters, where meaning is conveyed to the reader through varying
combinations of visual (still image) written language, and spatial modes. Digital multimodal
texts, such as film, animation, slide shows, e-posters, digital stories, and web pages, convey
meaning through combinations of written and spoken language, visual (still and moving image),
audio, gestural and spatial modes (The New London Group, 1996).

Each mode carries only part of the message in a multimodal text and therefore has its
own function in contributing to the meaning making process. For example, when a book has both
text and image, the print and the visual both contribute to the overall narration of the story but do
so in different ways (Kress, 2010).

Contemporary definitions of visual literacy are concerned with not just the image itself,
but also considers the various contexts in which images are viewed, as well as the reception,
production, and distribution of visual and multimodal texts. Frank Serafini (2017) explained that
visual literacy is a process of generating meanings through the use of multimodal ensembles
from a variety of perspectives to meet the needs of particular social contexts. It is more than
looking at the surface meaning of the image. It involves making judgments of the accuracy,
validity, and trustworthiness of visual images. A visually literate person can identify visual
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objects and images that make sense to the context they appear in, understand visuals created by
others, as well as create their own visuals, and has the ability to visualize concepts and meaning
in their mind (Serafini, 2017).

The abundance of exposure, as well as access, to the digital and multimodal landscape
has had a profound effect on the concept of visual literacy. “Visual images and multimodal
ensembles are more readily available and manipulated in digital and online environments
affecting one’s visual capacities. Emerging digital and web-based technologies have forever
changed the concept of visual literacy and what constitutes a visual image and its production,
distribution, and reception” (Serafini, 2017, p.13).

Aspects of visual literacy training need to be included in the syllabus of pre-service and
in-service teacher training courses in order to empower teachers in an era of multimodal
communication and to prepare them to equip their students to handle the visual world
(Karastathi, 2016).

Being visually literate is a combination of syntax and semantics. Syntax involves the
arrangement or format of a message. The syntax of an image can be regarded as the structure and
organization of the picture or visual. Semantics refers to the way images connect to the world to
achieve meaning. In practice visual semantics refers to the ways images are related to and
connect to the culture of the speaker and the process of converting these images into
communication (Bamford, 2003).
Semantics is closely connected to semiotics since semiotics is the study of using signs as
a means of communicating meaning (Bamford, 2003). Semetsky (2015) defined semiotics as the
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study of signs, especially in terms of their meanings, usage, and communication. Humans use
signs to derive meaning and build communication. According to Eco (1976) a sign can be
basically any entity (words, images, objects etc.) that refers to something else. Therefore,
semiotics is concerned with comprehending and expressing meaning through non-linguistic
representation (Eco, 1976). While visual literacy deals with using images to express meaning,
semiotics tries to investigate how images create meaning. Semiotic tries to analyze the way
visual images communicate a message. Visuals are a part of culture and one of many semiotics
people today use to develop literacies and communicate (Serafini, 2017).
This study however, will focus only on attitudes of English language teachers of one
selected university in Thailand towards visual literacy and survey their inclusion of teaching
visual literacy in their classroom instruction.
Related Studies
Of the limited studies of English language teaching in relation to visual literacy, selected
studies conducted abroad, as well as in Thailand, are discussed below.
Suryanto’s (2014) study on How Visual Literacy Supports English Language Teaching
explored the nature of visual literacy and the integration of visual literacy component in teaching
English. He stresses the role of English as a global mean of communication and the need for all
countries to focus on better development of their citizens’ English language literacy. According
to Suryanto (2014), experts have various ideas and different nuances regarding the definition of
visual literacy, but the main components of the meaning consist of the ability to understand
visual images and the ability to create images. Therefore, in his study, he discusses in depth the
components of visual literacy and the importance of integrating visual literacy in teaching
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English and using visual images for teaching skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
He also presents aspects to consider when integrating visual literacy components into teaching
and concludes that visual literacy components integrated into English language teaching
enhances the students’ English language achievement.
In short, teachers need to be able to choose or create visual images to help develop their
students English language skills. It is important for teachers to understand the meaning and
characteristics of visual images so that they can integrate them into their classroom teaching.
Suryanto (2014) recommends that to ensure the success of integration of visual teaching the
following should be considered:
-

Consideration on space of teaching

-

Role of students

-

Assessment

-

Social communities

-

Display of learning concepts

Robertson (2007) conducted an exploration of teachers’ attitudes, understanding, and
application regarding teaching visual literacy. She focused on exploring three counties in Kansas
in the USA. Her exploration took the form of an electronic survey in which, the majority of
questions were Likert-scale responses on a scale of 1 – 5, and 4 free response questions.
The survey questions covered the following topics:
-

Responsibility for visual literacy instruction.

-

Training in visual literacy
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-

Use of visuals

-

Student competency in visual literacy

-

Teacher competency in visual literacy

-

Instruction in visual literacy

-

Limitation on teaching visual literacy

The limitations of Robertson’s study was in the small population of 76 English/language arts
teachers and an even smaller sample size of 39. In addition, the study was conducted only in
public high schools, therefore the results may not have been consistent with private schools or
public schools in other states.
Based on information from her survey Robertson concluded that English language teachers in
Kansas had received little formal training in teaching visual literacy. What they did have was
informal training that stemmed from discussions with colleagues and independent study. She
sums up major issues that were uncovered as follows.
-

Differences in training of visual literacy.

-

Variation in use of visual literacy concepts.

-

Range of perceptions in students and teachers skill in using technology.

-

Lack of consensus as to who is responsible for visual literacy instruction.

-

Failure to identify limitations on teachers teaching visual literacy.

-

Teachers’ lack of awareness of standards related to teaching visual literacy in
English/Language arts.
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Phanthapongtam and Charumanee (2019) conducted a research to study the effectiveness of
using visual literacy strategies to enhance English reading and critical thinking abilities. This
research involved 80 Mathoyomsuksa Four (Grade 10) students from a Thai school. The
experimental group consisted of 40 students and the control group consisted of the remaining 40
students. The students in the experimental group were taught English using visual literacy
strategies while the controlled group’s instructions did not focus on visual literacy strategies. The
experimental instruments consisted of 10 visual literacy strategy lesson plans. Each lesson plan
comprised of 10 reading texts and activities. Data was collected via a reading test, which
consisted of two reading texts with 12 questions per text. The questions were based on Bloom’s
taxonomy of critical thinking level.
Analysis of the collected data revealed that the reading ability level of the experimental
group increased significantly, indicating that using visual literacy strategies produced positive
results. The experimental group scored higher in both the reading and critical thinking ability
thus leading Phanthapongtam and Charumanee to conclude that visual literacy strategies are
effective in teaching English reading and critical thinking.
Maldonado (2019) did a study on visual literacy in adult English language teaching (ELT).
He explored teachers’ understandings of visual literacy and examined their self-reported
practices regarding the use of visual texts with their adult learners. His research was a multi-site
case study of 15 adult English language teachers from five different education institutions that
deliver adult English language programs in the Melbourne metropolitan area. He collected data
through two methods: semi-structured face-to-face interviews and focus groups. The teachers
were asked to reflect on their knowledge of literacy and how they connect to literacy particularly
in terms of visual literacy and their implementation of visual texts in adult ELT.
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Maldonado’s findings revealed that the participating teachers regularly employed visual
texts in their classrooms to improve learners’ reading, writing and speaking skills, but did not
focus on building of meaningful and critical interpretation and production of visual texts. In
addition, English language teachers were not given direct training regarding visual literacy in
pre-service education and in-service professional development. Maldonado concluded that,
before adult ELT professionals can help their learners develop visual literacy, these professionals
need support themselves to become versed in visual literacy themselves. Findings from the study
seem to indicate that there is a need for more explicit inclusion of visual literacy training in preservice teacher education and professional development. This may push educational
establishments to change their policy and curriculum to include visual literacy training for
teachers and mandate inclusion visual literacy teaching in adult ELT programs.
Related Study on Visual Literacy in Practice: Use of Images in Students’ Academic Work
Matusiak et al. (2019) conducted an exploratory study to examine university students’
visual literacy skills and use of images in the context of actual academic work. The study aimed
to examine how students select, evaluate, and process images for use in their learning. The
population sample were 15 undergraduate and graduate students from a university in the United
States – 7 undergraduate and 8 graduate students. The researchers collected writing samples of
students’ academic work with images and conducted interviews with 15 undergraduate and
graduate students. Demographic data and information about participants understanding of visual
literacy was gathered via questionnaire. The questionnaire responses revealed no significant
difference between undergraduate and graduate students in their understanding of visual literacy.
Overall, the participating students had limited instruction in visual literacy. They lacked basic
visual literacy in selecting, evaluating, and using images. According to the study, images play a
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secondary role in the academic world and teachers are not very concerned with the citation of
images. While visual resources are used in classroom teachings they are rarely used in written
essays. The study concluded that there is a greater need for visual literacy education in
classrooms and in a world flooded with visual media, students need to recognize that images
have a source and are not transitory objects without authors and rights.
Summary
This chapter reviews various related literature on concerning visual literacy. Related
studies have been conducted concerning how visual literacy supports English language teaching,
the use of visual literacy strategies in teaching students as well as adults learning English,
exploring student’s visual literacy skills as well as exploring attitudes of teachers towards visual
literacy. All the discussed related literature stressed the important role of visual literacy in
English language teaching and its effectiveness in developing learner’s language skills. This
current study focused on exploring attitudes of English teachers in a private university in
Thailand towards visual literacy in order to find out their knowledge, beliefs, feelings, and to
determine if they are applying visual literacy in their classroom teaching.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the research design and procedure, which is divided into six main
parts. The first part explains the research design. The second part describes the population and
sample of this study. The third part discusses the research instruments. The fourth and fifth part
discuss research procedures which include data collection and analysis. Finally, there is a short
summary of the chapter.
Research Design
The objective of this research was to explore the attitudes of the specified university’s
English language teachers towards teaching visual literacy, as well as to determine if these
teachers are currently including visual literacy in their English language instructions. The data
was collected through both quantitative and qualitative measures. This study took the form of a
cross sectional survey which is a type of survey that gathers data from a certain point in time
from a pre-selected population. The participants were selected due to certain characteristics that
fit the objective of the research. Cross sectional surveys are used to explore characteristics that
exist in a community, but does not determine cause-and-effect relationships between different
variables (Cherry, 2019). Hence, this type of survey served the purpose of this research which
was to explore the attitude of a certain population.
Context of the Study
The setting of the study is in the department of Institute for English Language Education
at a private university in Thailand. In this particular university English teachers teach core
mandatory English language courses (English I, English II, English III, and English IV) to all
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undergraduate students. This institute also provides an induction program (Intensive English
Program, IEP) for all incoming students. The objective of the university is to provide students
with adequate English foundation to support them in their future academic and/or career
purposes. Faculty members in the university’s department of Institute for English Language
Education come from more than twenty countries.
Population and Sample
The population was approximately 80 teachers teaching English in the Institute for
English Language Education in a private university in Thailand. Data was collected via an online
questionnaire hosted on Google Forms. The survey link was sent to a population of about 80
teachers in this institute and the sample size was 56 since that was the number of surveys that
were completed and returned.
In terms of the educational background of the 56 respondents, 73% hold a Master’s
degree, 20% hold a Doctorate degree, while 7% hold only a Bachelor’s degree. Hence a total of
93% of respondents hold a degree higher than Bachelor’s. As for years of teaching experience,
17% of respondents had over 30 years of experience, 62% had between 10 – 29 years of
experience, and 21% had less than 10 years of experience. Therefore a total of 79% had more
than 10 years of teaching experience. The nationalities of the respondents were varied with Thais
being the vast majority at 42.8 %, followed by Myanmar, but significantly less, at only 12.5%,
Filipinos at 10.6%, and several other nationalities as can be seen in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1
Respondents’ Background Information
Education

Count

Percentage

Bachelor

4

7%

Masters

41

73%

Doctorate

11

20%

Years of Teaching

Count

Percentage

0–9

12

21%

10 – 19

18

32%

20 – 29

17

30%

30 – 39

7

13%

40+

2

4%

Nationality

Count

Percentage

Thai

24

42.8%

Myanmar

7

12.5%

Filipino

6

10.6%

Indian

5

9%

American

4

7.1%

Hungarian

2

3.6%

Australian

2

3.6%

Iranian

1

1.8%

Experience

41

French

1

1.8%

Canadian

1

1.8%

British

1

1.8%

Malaysian

1

1.8%

Vietnamese

1

1.8%

Table 3.2
Respondents’ Background of Visual Literacy Learning
Yes/No Questions
1. I took a formal course (required/elective) in visual literacy in my

Frequency

%

11

19.6

9

16.1

17

30.4

30

53.6

18

32.1

undergraduate and/or graduate studies. (Course = semester long class)
2. A unit in visual literacy was included in one of my undergraduate
and/or graduate courses. (Unit = chapter(s) or lesson(s) that are part of a
course)
3. I received training in visual literacy from the institution that I was
teaching/am teaching at. (Training = attending workshops or seminars)
4. I learned about visual literacy informally through others or by selfstudying.
5. None of the above apply to me
N = 56
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Table 3.2 shows the respondents’ background education regarding their learning of visual
literacy. In this part of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to mark all the statements that
applied to them. When respondents were asked about their tertiary academic learning in visual
literacy, 35.7% indicated that they were exposed to a formal course or at least a unit of visual
literacy instruction as part of their undergraduate or graduate programs. 30.4% indicated that
they had received training in visual literacy instruction after starting their teaching careers from
the educational institute they had worked at. The most common way the respondents learned
about visual literacy was informally through colleagues or independent study as identified by
53.6% of those surveyed, while 32.1% stated that they had had no exposure to visual literacy
learning.
The responses from table 3.2 were then scored according to the method of scoring
presented in table 3.6 in chapter 3. Based on each respondent’s total score, there are three
possible interpretations – no background knowledge (score of 0), little background knowledge
(score of 1 - 2), and some background knowledge (score of 3 – 4). In this manner, each
respondents’ level of visual literacy knowledge was classified as none, little, or some. The level
of the respondents’ knowledge of visual literacy is presented in figure 3.1 in the form of a pie
graph.
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Figure 3.1
Respondents’ Level of Background Learning of Visual Literacy

Some background
knowledge
9 respondents
16%
No background
knowledge
18 respondents
32%

Little background
knowledge
29 respondents
52%

No background knowledge

Little background knowledge

Some background knowledge

As can be seen in the pie graph above 16% of the population sample have some background
learning knowledge of visual literacy, 52% have little background learning of visual literacy and
32% have no background learning.
Research Instruments
This study employed both quantitative qualitative research instruments namely Likert
scale response questions, yes-no response style questions, and five open-ended questions to
collect data.
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Table 3.3
Category of Survey Questions
Category

Cognitive Beliefs

Affective States

Perceived Control

Behavior

Number of

7

7

6

10

questions
The survey was broken into 3 parts.
Part 1: Teachers; background information (including yes-no responses)
Part 2: Likert scale questions
Part 3: Open ended response questions
All statements in the survey contained positive meanings and had no negative meanings.
This helped to prevent confusion among the participants. This also lowered the chance of the
data being skewed and therefore, increased the accuracy of the data.
Part 1: Teachers background information
This section is in part I of the survey which enquired about the participant’s education as
well as teaching experience. The yes-no questions enquired about the participants’ formal
learning of visual literacy to determine each participants’ knowledge and exposure to visual
literacy. Participants selected an affirmative or negative response. This helped the researcher to
determine how much prior knowledge each individual had regarding visual literacy, where upon
further analysis can help to conclude these participants’ attitudes based on prior experience or
lack thereof.
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Part 2: Likert scale response questions
These questions served to answer research questions 1 and 2. The questions used in this
research were adapted from Robertson’s questionnaire in her research (Robertson, 2007).
Robertson’s questionnaire was designed to explore secondary teachers’ attitudes, understanding,
and application of visual literacy in their English language classes. Since Robertson’s research
was similarly an exploration of teacher’s attitudes, understanding, and application of teaching
visual literacy, her questionnaire was appropriate to the objective of this research. The only
difference being Robertson surveyed attitudes of secondary English Teachers of schools in
Kansas, while this research aims to survey attitudes of English teachers of one particular
university in Thailand towards visual literacy. Using Robertson’s questionnaire as a guide line,
questions were developed by the researcher to meet the objectives of this present study. It is
important to note that, Robertson’s survey was the only survey that could be found with
questions regarding English language teachers’ attitudes toward visual literacy. A copy of the
survey conducted in this research is included in the Appendix.
The majority of the items on the questionnaire are Likert-scale questions, which is a type
of attitude scale, with a rating scale of five (or more) points. The Likert Scale is widely used to
assess attitudes and opinions or beliefs. Teachers were asked to rate items as follows: ‘Strongly
disagree’, ‘moderately disagree’, ‘neutral’, ‘moderately agree’, and ‘strongly agree.’
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Table 3.4
Scaling Criteria
1

Means strongly disagree

2

Means moderately disagree

3

Means neutral

4

Means moderately agree

5

Means strongly agree

Therefore, the evaluation criteria was based on a ranged interval score of 0.80 as derived from
the following formula with evaluation criteria.

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 =

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
5−1
=
= 0.80
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒
5

Part 3: Open Ended Questions
Five open-ended questions were included as follow up questions to help provide additional
data to research questions 1 and 2.
Research questions
1. What are attitudes towards visual literacy of university teachers in Thailand?
2. What are the behaviors of teachers with regards to teaching visual literacy?
These open-ended questions allowed teachers the freedom to voice any additional ideas or
opinions regarding visual literacy in English language teaching that may have not been addressed
in the questionnaire. The questions asked teachers to comment on their personal knowledge,
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feelings, motivation, and confidence, as well as their current inclusion of visual literacy
instruction. The benefit of open ended questions is that participants can offer more elaboration or
details on their attitudes without limiting their scope and ideas.
The open-ended questions are listed below accompanied by the objective for each question.
1. How would you describe your knowledge of visual literacy (formally and/or informally)?
This question is in relation to research objective one and the objective of this question is to gain
insight with regards to the cognitive aspect of attitude (that the participants wished to elaborate
on which may have not been covered in the questionnaire).
2. How do you feel about using visual literacy in teaching English language?
This question is in relation to research objective one and the objective of this question is to help
gain insight with regards to the affective aspect of attitudes (that the participants wished to
elaborate on which may have not been covered in the Likert-scale questions).
3. How would you describe your beliefs regarding visual literacy in teaching English language?
This question is in relation to research objective one and the objective of this question is to gain
insight with regards to the teachers’ perceived control aspect of attitude (that the participants
wished to elaborate on which may have not been covered in the Likert scale questions).
4. If you have included visual literacy in your classroom teaching, how confident or comfortable
are you in including visual literacy in your classroom teaching? If you have not ever included
visual literacy how comfortable would you be in attempting to do so? Please explain your
answer.
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This question is in relation to research objective two and the objective of this question is to help
gain insight with regards to the teacher’s behavior in terms of teaching visual literacy.
5. On a scale of 1 – 5 (5 being high, 1 being low), how would you rate your inclusion of teaching
visual literacy in your English language teaching? Please explain why you give yourself a 5, 4, 3
etc. and provide at least one example of using visual literacy in your teaching.
This question is in relation to research objective two and the objective of this question is to gain
insight with regards to the participants’ personal assessment of their ability in including teaching
visual literacy in their instructions.
Validity and Reliability
With regard to validation, the questionnaire was checked for validity by having three
English language teaching experts who held a doctoral degree with more than 10 years of
teaching experience judge the congruence between the objectives and questionnaire statements.
After the experts rated the statements, the rated statements were calculated for the Index of ItemObjective-Congruence (IOC) as suggested by Rovinelli and Hamnbleton (1977).
Table 3.5
Content Validity Ratings
The statement clearly taps objectives

(Yes)

=

1

Uncertain or unclear

(Questionable)

=

0

The statement does not tap objectives

(No)

=

-1

The value of IOC was calculated from the following equation:
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𝑅

IOC = ∑ 𝑁
∑R = Sum of scores checked by at least three experts
N = Number of experts
The acceptable value is 0.5 or higher. After calculating the IOC value, all 30 Likert scale
items as well as the open ended questions were rated as acceptable. None of the statements had
scores lower than 0.5. The overall content validity of the questionnaire was 0.96.
After adjusting a few details of the questionnaire as suggested by the experts, the
questionnaire was piloted to test for reliability of the instrument. The population for the pilot test
was 23 teachers teaching English at a different private university. The purpose of the pilot was to
determine the clarity and comprehensibility of the questions as well as potential problem areas or
deficiencies.
The adjusted questionnaire was piloted in a form of an online questionnaire to find the
reliability of the questionnaire. The subjects for the piloted questionnaire were 23 teachers
teaching English in Thailand at the tertiary level. The collected data from the pilot study was
then analyzed to find its Cronbach’s alpha coefficient to determine the reliability of the
questionnaire. It was found that the reliability of the questionnaire is 0.98 which is appropriate
for the main study.
Collection of Data
In terms of the data collection procedures, the following steps were taken:
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1. The researcher contacted the director of the English language institute of the selected
university via email to seek permission to conduct an online survey of the faculty
currently teaching English in the English language institute.
2. A link to the online questionnaire was sent to the director of the English language
institute of the selected university to issue to teachers.
3. The director of the English language institute of the selected university sent the
questionnaire URL via email to the English teachers.
4. Respondents submitted their completed questionnaires online to the researcher.
5. The researcher exported the collected data from the website for analysis.
Data Analysis
Quantitative Data Analysis
The yes-no questions which were part of the analysis were scored and then were analyzed
to get a clearer picture of the types of training or education that the respondents had received in
visually literacy instruction. The scores helped to determine whether individuals had received
formal, informal or no training in visual literacy instruction, based on the statement with the
highest rating to which each person responded. Formal training indicates that the respondent had
received training in visual literacy instruction at University level in a specific class or unit within
a class. Informal training indicates that the respondent had received limited training in visual
literacy instruction from a tertiary level as a student or as a University teacher in the form of a
seminar or in-service training session.
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The scoring of the yes-no questions is presented in Table 3.6. Every ‘yes’ answer is
worth one point, while every ‘no’ answer receives no points. Since there are 4 yes/no questions –
the highest possible amount of points would be 4.
Table 3.6
Method of Scoring
I took a course in visual literacy in my undergraduate and/or graduate

Yes: 1

No: 0

Yes: 1

No: 0

Yes: 1

No: 0

Yes: 1

No: 0

studies. (Course = semester long class)
A unit in visual literacy was included in my one of my undergraduate and/or
graduate courses. (Unit = chapter(s) or lesson(s) that are part of a course)
I received training in visual literacy from the institution that I was teaching
at. (Training = attending workshops or seminars)
I learned about visual literacy informally through others or by self-study.

Scoring interpretation of questions are as follows:
3 – 4 Means the respondent has some background learning of visual literacy.
1 – 2 Means the respondent has little background learning of visual literacy.
0 Means the respondent has no background learning of visual literacy.
After scoring the responses, the researcher analyzed the data. The researcher determined
the mean response and standard deviation for each question and each group of questions. One
aspect the researcher wanted to explore is whether teachers’ background education influenced
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the teachers’ attitudes towards visual literacy, their use of visual literacy, and understanding of
visual literacy.
In addition, Likert scale questions (working on a 5-point scale) was analyzed to find
mean scores (M) and standard deviation (SD) for each of the dimensions of attitude in order to
answer research questions 1 and 2. The scaling interpretation can be seen in table 3.7.
Table 3.7
Scaling Interpretation
1 – 1.80

means respondents have low cognitive belief, low perceived control, negative
affective state, or low behavior.

1.81 - 2.60

means respondents have moderately low cognitive belief, moderately low perceived
control, or moderately negative affective state, or moderately low behavior.

2.61 – 3.40

means respondents have average cognitive belief, average perceived control, neutral
affective state, or average behavior.

3.41 – 4.20

means respondents have moderately high cognitive belief, moderately high perceived
control, moderately positive affective state, or moderately high behavior.

4.21 – 5.00

means respondents have high cognitive belief, high perceived control, positive
affective state, or high behavior.

Qualitative Data Analysis: Open-Ended questions
Data from the open-ended questions was analyzed by content analysis using the type of
conceptual or thematic analysis. The researcher read through the responses of the open-ended
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questions and identified common themes - key words, topics, or similar ideas that came up
repeatedly.
To ensure reliability, ‘inter-coder reliability’ which is one type of reliability assessment
in which the same assessment was completed by two raters on two occasions. The independent
raters must agree on a coding scheme. Although high inter-coder reliability is not the only
criteria necessary to ensure reliability, it is a critical component in the content analysis of openended survey responses, without which the interpretation of the content cannot be considered
objective and valid. The following steps were undertaken.
-

The qualitative data was analyzed to derive keywords for data categories.

-

To quantify the data, the same or similar information was counted and converted into a
percentage to determine the frequency of each category and generate theme.

-

To ensure the reliability of the data, inter-code reliability was used to measure reliability.
The second coder analyzed the data following the same steps.

-

Inter coder reliability was found by finding the correlation of the two sets of scores by
Spearman’s correlation which was calculated to be 0.904 as can be seen in appendix C.
Half of the 56 open ended responses was analyzed in detail. Since the sample size of 56

was rather small, a greater amount of qualitative data will help to support the quantitative data.
Thus a total of 28 responses of the open ended questions was analyzed. These 28 responses were
selected based on the fact that they responded with some details to the questions, as other
respondents left the open-ended questions blank.
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Summary
Chapter three deals with the research design which was a small-scale questionnaire
research, focusing on one educational institution at the tertiary level. The subjects were 56
teachers, teaching English at private university in Thailand. The research tools described are as
follows – a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire, yes-no response type questions, and open-ended
questions. Upon the approval from the Director of the language institute, the questionnaire was
distributed to teachers online to be completed on their own time before the requested deadline.
The data obtained from the questionnaire was analyzed to find means and standard deviation for
the research objectives. With regard to the qualitative data analysis obtained from the openended questions in the questionnaire, content analysis was conducted. Responses from the open
ended questions were categorized and quantified, presented in percentage form, and used to
support and provide insight for the quantitative findings and data discussions.
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Chapter IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS
This chapter reports the findings of the study based on the data collected from the
questionnaire distributed to 56 English teachers at a private University in Thailand. The first part
presents data collected from the teachers’ background information. The second part presents data
collected from the Likert scale questions concerning the teachers’ attitude to answer the first
research objective. The third part presents data collected from the Likert scale questions
regarding the respondents’ teaching behaviors to answer the second research objective. The
fourth part presents data from the open ended questions to answer research objective one and
two.
Results of Research Objective One
The quantitative findings from the Likert-scale questions is presented to answer research
objective one. In order to answer research objective one: to explore attitudes of university
teachers in one private university in Thailand towards visual literacy in English language
teaching, the results of the five-point Likert scale items were analyzed to find the mean score
(M) and stand deviation (SD). The data analysis shows that the overall attitude towards visual
literacy is moderately high (M =3.41, SD = 0.21).
Table 4.1
Attitude of Respondents towards Visual Literacy
Attitude Component
Cognitive

Mean

SD

Interpretation

3.58

0.05

Moderately High

56

Affective

3.21

0.04

Average

Perceived Control

3.45

0.07

Moderately High

Total overall attitude:

3.41

0.21

Moderately High

n = 56

Table 4.1 shows the mean of respondents’ attitudes as broken down into the separate
components of attitude, as well as the overall attitude. The cognitive component ranks the
highest, followed by perceived control, and lastly affective. This means the respondents’ have a
high level of cognitive beliefs (M = 3.58, SD = 0.05), while their confidence in teaching visual
literacy is also on the high end (M = 3.45, SD = 0.07). The affective state or feelings towards
teaching visual literacy has the lowest mean of all three components (M = 3.21, SD = 0.04),
which puts it in the interpretation range of average. This means the respondents’ feelings are on
the neutral side, neither positive nor negative in their affective attitude. However, the mean of the
overall attitude, which is inclusive of all 3 components has an interpretation of moderately high
(M = 3.41, SD = 0.21), meaning that overall this sample population has a moderately high or
moderately positive attitude towards visual literacy.
Each individual’s overall attitude mean was categorized into groups based on their level
and tallied. Then results of the tally were converted into a percent as can be seen in figure 4.1.
Data of each individual’s attitude mean can be seen in the appendix.
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Figure: 4.1
Percentage of Respondents’ Overall Attitude towards Visual Literacy

n = 56

High
9%

Low
12%
Moderately Low
4%
Average
16%

Moderately
high
59%
Low

Moderately Low

Average

Moderately high

High

Figure 4.1 represents the 56 respondents’ attitude (combining all three aspects of
cognitive, affective, and perceived control) towards visual literacy, based on their responses to
the Likert questions. 59% of respondents ranked at the moderately high level and 9% ranked at
the high level. Thus a total of 68% have a high attitude level or what can be interpreted as a
positive attitude. 16% of respondents have an average level of attitude which means they have a
neutral attitude towards visual literacy – being neither positive nor negative. 4% of respondents
are moderately low and 12% are low, making a total of 16% that have a low or negative attitude.
The majority of the respondents have a high or moderately high positive attitude towards visual
literacy.
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Table 4.2
Results of the Cognitive Component of Attitude
Cognitive
1. Visual literacy is the ability to construct meaning from

Mean SD
3.55

1.16

different forms of visual media.
2. English language learners must be taught how to understand

3.53

1.16

3.57

1.13

3.73

1.24

3.75

1.08

Moderately
high

3.58

1.09

writing.
7. Visual literacy is equally important as traditional literacy.

Moderately
high

vocabulary.
6. Visual media helps to stimulate students in speaking and

Moderately
high

students with limited English language skills to understand.
5. Visual media effectively helps students learn English

Moderately
high

develop their English language skills.
4. Visual media helps to explain concepts that are difficult for

Moderately
high

visual materials.
3. Visual literacy plays an important role in helping students

Interpretation

Moderately
high

3.37

1.07

Average

3.58

0.05

Moderately

(reading text and letters)
Overall
n = 56

high

Table 4.2 shows the data of statements 1 – 7 which address the cognitive component of
attitude. Overall the respondents have a ‘moderately high’ attitude in terms of the cognitive
component as can be seen from table 4.4. The overall mean and SD for the cognitive component
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is M = 3.58 and SD = 0.05 respectively, meaning that teachers are inclined to have moderately
high cognitive beliefs regarding visual literacy. They have a positive attitude about the benefits
of including visual literacy in their teaching which is why all the statements, except one, received
an interpretation of moderately high. Only item number 7 on the questionnaire stating that
“Visual literacy is equally important as traditional literacy. (reading text and letters)” received a
mean lower than 3.40 which makes it the only statement to fall into the interpretation category of
average according to table 3.3. This would seem to indicate that while teachers recognize and
value the role that visual literacy plays in helping to development English language skills, they
still regard traditional literacy to be more important than visual literacy. This may be the reason
why some teachers do not focus as much on inclusion of visual literacy even though they may
have a positive attitude towards it.
Results of the Likert Scale Questions: Affective Component of Attitude
Table 4.3
Results of the Affective Component of Attitude
Affective
8. I feel my college education has prepared me to teach visual

Mean

SD

Interpretation

2.96

1.08

Average

3.42

1.13

Moderately

literacy effectively.
9. I feel that visual literacy as an important component of
English language learning.
10. I feel English language learners need to be taught how to
interpret visual media.

high
3.42

1.14

Moderately
high
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11. I feel that teaching visual literacy enhances students’ overall

3.51

1.05

Moderately

development of English language skills.
12. I feel that it is my responsibility to teach students to be

high
3.21

1.03

Average

13. I feel highly motivated to teach visual literacy.

3.35

1.04

Average

14. I feel I have sufficient visual media to support my inclusion

3.01

1.04

Average

3.27

0.04

Average

visually literate.

of visual literacy in my classroom teaching.
Overall
n = 56

Table 4.3 shows the data of statements 8 – 14 which address the affective component of
attitude. Three statements – 9, 10, 11 – received a mean of moderately high agreement by the
respondents, all of which concern the importance of visual literacy and how it increases students’
English development. The other four statements – 8, 12, 13, 14 – received a mean of neutral
agreement.
Statement (11) - I feel that teaching visual literacy enhances students’ overall
development of English language skills has the highest mean (M = 3.51, SD = 1.05) for this
component. Teachers are definitely on board with the idea of visual literacy as an important
component of English language teaching and how it enhances students’ English language
development, but due to inadequate past learning experience, they feel that their college
education has not prepared them to teach visual literacy effectively. Statement (8) - I feel my
college education has prepared me to teach visual literacy effectively has the lowest mean (M =
2.96, SD = 1.08). In general the participants felt that their college had not prepared them well
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with knowledge of visual literacy. This may be the reason why they may feel unmotivated
(statement 13) and not responsible (statement 12) for teaching students to be visually literate.
The overall mean of all the items in the affective state is M = 3.27 with SD = 0.04
making the overall level of agreement – average. Thus, in terms of the affective component,
participants have neither positive nor negative feelings for visual literacy. Their responses were
more neutral.
Results of the Likert Scale Questions: Perceived Control Component of Attitude
Table 4.4
Results of the Perceived Control Component of Attitude
Perceived Control

Mean SD

Interpretation

15. I am able to select visual media appropriate for the content

3.35

0.98

Average

3.57

1.03

Moderately

I want to teach.
16. I am able to help students to understand messages
expressed in visual media.
17. I am able to teach students to use visual media to help

high
3.33

1.02

Average

3.51

1.08

Moderately

express themselves in English.
18. I am able to use visual media to trigger and enhance
students thinking.
19. I am able to use electronic devices (phones, computers,
tablets, projector, TVs) to show still and/or animated images to
accompany my teaching.

high
3.71

1.16

Moderately
high
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20. I am able to edit visual media to serve my specific English

3.23

1.16

Average

3.45

0.07

Moderately

teaching objectives.
Overall
n = 56

high

Table 4.4 shows the data of statements 15 – 20 which address the perceived control
component of attitude. Data from the respondents indicate that the respondents’ overall level of
perceived control component of attitude regarding visual literacy is at a moderately high level.
These three statements received a moderately high level of agreement: (16) I am able to help
students to understand messages expressed in visual media, (18) I am able to use visual media to
trigger and enhance students thinking, (19) I am able to use electronic devices (phones,
computers, tablets, projector, TVs) to show still and/or animated images to accompany my
teaching. Thus, respondents expressed moderately high confidence in their ability to teach visual
literacy, using technology and visual media. In fact, statement (19) has the highest mean score
(M = 3.71, SD = 1.16) for the perceived control aspect which implies that most respondents have
high confidence and comfort level in using electronic devices, which is not surprising in view of
today’s lifestyle where phones, tablets, and computers are a part of everyone’s daily usage. The
other three items (15, 17, 20) which involved selection, editing, and teaching the students to use
visual media were ranked as average. The overall mean for all items in the perceived control
component is moderately high level (M = 3.45, SD = 0.07).
It is interesting to note that while participants expressed high confidence in their ability to
use electronic devices and visual media, they felt less confident when it came to selecting visual
media and editing visual media for instruction. This may suggest that selection of appropriate
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visuals for visual literacy inclusion is more difficult or perhaps time consuming than using it. It
may take time for teachers to search for the visual material they need for their particular teaching
content and the content may not be exactly what they require. Thus sometimes what they find,
may need editing to fit their specific purpose, and in this area of editing teachers expressed only
average confidence which possibly may stem in part from the fact that many of the teachers did
not learn photo and video editing skills which would be important skills to learn. However, in
terms of using visual media and electronic devices in their instruction they are quite confident.
For the open ended questions, 28 responses were selected from the total 56 responses.
These 28 responses were selected based on their interactive and detailed content since many
respondents left these questions unasnwered. Additional qualitative data helped to support the
quantitative data. The analysis and findings are as follows.
Open ended question number 1: How would you describe your background knowledge of visual
literacy (formally and/or informally)?
Table 4.5
Background Knowledge of Visual Literacy of 28 Respondents
None/Irrelevant Little/Basic
n = 28

Only

Moderate

Informal

Both

Only

Formal+Informal

Formal

Frequency

5

5

8

5

3

2

%

17.85%

17.85%

28.57%

17.85%

10.71%

7.1%

Table 4.5 shows the background visual literacy knowledge of the 28 respondents.
Although this question was already addressed in the first of part the questionnaire, it was
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repeated again in the open ended questions with hopes of receiving some elaboration on the part
of the respondents. However, most participants did not elaborate much on their background
knowledge regarding beyond saying formal/informal, basic, moderate, or none. Due to the open
ended nature of the questions, responses varied and were analyzed by categorizing repeating
themes or similar themes. 17.85% said they had basic or little background and another 17.85%
said they had moderate background, but both categories did not clarify if their background was
formal or informal. Some participants remarked that even though they had both formal and/or
informal background, they felt that their knowledge of visual literacy was still basic or
intermediate. This supports the findings of the quantitative results of the affective component,
especially items 8, 12, and 13 (table 4.5) where participants expressed that they felt they were
only averagely prepared from their colleges and felt only averagely motivated and responsible to
teach visual literacy.
The following are some excerpts to open-ended question number 1:
1. “I received some formal training in it, but it still takes lots of ongoing experimentation as
technology evolves constantly.” (Hungarian, age 30-39, MA, 4 years of experience)
2. “Very little! Need to learn more!” (Thai, age50-59, MA, 27 years of experience)
3. “Moderate. I could still learn more techniques in using visual literacy to get more effective
results. A formal course/workshop on using visual literacy in teaching English would
definitely improve my knowledge in this teaching method.” (Malaysian, age 40-49, MA, 10
years of experience)
4. “I have limited knowledge about visual literacy.” (Myanmar, age 50-59, MA, 27 years of
experience)
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For open ended question number 2, the same 28 participants’ responses were analyzed.
Question number 2: How do you feel about using visual literacy in teaching English language?
Table 4.6
Respondents’ Feelings/Affective State towards using Visual Literacy
Positive

Frequency

%

-

Interesting

6

21.4

-

-

Useful/Effective

14

50

-

Good/Like it

5

17.8

Total

89.2

n = 28

Negative

Frequency

%

Anxious

1

3.6

-

Unequipped

1

3.6

-

Time consuming

1

3.6

Total

10.8

Table 4.6 shows the data of the affective component of respondents’ attitude. 89.2% of
the respondents expressed positive feelings towards visual literacy, and stated that they found
it to be interesting, beneficial, useful, and helpful, for the students. The findings strongly
supports the results of 9 – 11 (table 4.5) that the participants felt visual literacy is crucial to
promoting English language learning. 10.8% were more negative in their feelings and
expressed feelings of anxiety and inadequacy in their ability to apply visual literacy.
The following are some positive excerpts to open-ended question number 2:
1. “Visual literacy is important and useful in teaching anything and everything, not just
languages, and not just English.” (Flipino, age 50-59, Ph.D, 13 years of experience)
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2. “One effective way of teaching a foreign language in beginners' level” (Myanmmar, age
50-59, 28 years of experience)
3. “It is an apt and expressive form of communication; it gets students to engage as well as
enhance their vocabulary levels in the English language.” (Indian, age 50-59, 9 years of
experience)
4. “It is useful to teach some grammar points and brainstorm for writing and speaking skills.
It makes students understand easily and be able to adapt to their assignments.”(Vietnamese,
age 30-39, 5 years of experience)
5. “It will be an effective tool to help students since most people tend to be more visual
learners.” (Malaysian, age 40-49, 10 years of experience)
10.8% of respondents were less enthusiastic in their feelings for visual literacy. They
said that they felt somewhat limited in their knowledge of visual literacy and would be
interested in learning more about it.
The following are some neutral/negative excerpts to open-ended question number 2:
1. “I would be interested in learning how to use visual literacy teaching tools first.” (Indian,
age 50-59, 34 years of experience)
2. “Interesting, eager to learn, up to dated, fun learning environment.” (Thai, age 30-39, 5
years of experience)
3. “Anxious and open minded.” (Filipino, age 50-59, 26 years of experience)
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Question number 3: How would you describe your beliefs regarding visual literacy in teaching
English Language?
Table 4.7
Respondents’ Cognitive Belief towards Visual Literacy
Positive

Frequency

%

Negative

Frequency

%

-

Good/Fun

5

17.9

-

4

14.3

-

Useful/ Effective/

19

67.9

Total

14.3

Important
n = 28

Not Applicable/
Irrelevant
responses

Total

85.8

Table 4.7 shows the data of the cognitive component of respondents’ attitude. 85.8% of
respondents expressed strong positive beliefs in visual literacy and its usefulness and
importance in the realm of education. They supported the use of visual literacy as being an
effective tool in language development, as well as other academic areas. Again, the findings is
in line with the qualitative findings of respondents cognitive beliefs in which respondents
agreed to the significant role that visual literacy plays in helping students learn English. Items
1 - 6 concerning the importance of and benefits of using visual literacy in the quantitative
section all received moderately high agreement from respondents. The remaining 14.3% wrote
“not-applicable” or irrelevant responses that did not answer the question.
The following are some excerpts to open-ended question number 3:
1. “Visual literacy is an essential part of academic studies. It is necessary to develop critical
thinking skills.” (Hungarian, age 30-39, 4 years of experience)
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2. “Visual literacy as a form of communication has been prevalent right through the Ages,
notably in the form of cave paintings. It is my belief that people find it easier to learn English
- or indeed, any language - with visual tools such as pictures to aid that learning.” (Indian,
age 50-59, 9 years of experience)
3. “It can be useful in teaching speaking and writing skills. It enhances the students' ideas
brainstorming skill and also helps them to remember the lesson easily.” (Vietnamese, age 3039, 5 years of experience)
4. “I highly believe in its usefulness in teaching English and would be very happy to include it
in my classroom.” (Malaysian, age 40-49, 10 years of experience)

Question number 4: If you have included visual literacy in your classroom teaching, how
confident or comfortable are you in including visual literacy in your classroom teaching? If
you have not ever included visual literacy how comfortable would you be in attempting to do
so? Please explain your answer.
Table 4.8
Respondents’ Perceived Control/Confidence towards Applying Visual Literacy
Highly Confident

Frequency

%

Promotes students’ comprehension and interest

3

10.71

Has a lot of experience using it

3

10.71

Very comfortable

5

17.86

Total for highly confident

11

39.28
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Moderately Confident
Comfortable with using some visuals (video, power point, mind map)

2

7.14

Needs more formal instruction and preparation

2

7.14

Comfortable in certain areas/skills

3

10.71

Used it with success/Ok with it

5

17.86

Total for moderately confident

12

42.85

3

10.71

2

7.14

Not Confident
Uncomfortable using it
Irrelevant Responses
Blank responses/responses that did not answer the question

Table 4.8 shows the data of the perceived control component of respondents’ attitude.
82% of respondents expressed confidence of varying degrees in including visual literacy in
their teaching – 39.28% expressed high confidence while 42.85% expressed a moderate degree
of confidence. Out of the 42.85%, some said they have used it with some success and a few
said although they were fairly confident, they would like to have more formal instruction. The
findings seemed to generally support the perceived control results of the quantitative section in
which participants expressed moderately high confidence in their ability to use visual literacy
in their teaching of English. However, in a few of the selected open ended responses,
participants expressed some lack of confidence in using visual literacy which is not reflected in
the Likert scale responses.
The following are some positive excerpts to open-ended question number 4:
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1. “I would be very comfortable to use visual literacy in my classroom. I found that students
tend to respond more when I include visual literacy in my classroom teaching.” (Malaysian,
age 40-49, 10 years of experience)
2. “As visuals come to me naturally, I have been including visuals in my classroom teaching
right from the beginning. I am very comfortable and confident in it.” (Filipino, age 50-59, 13
years of experience)
3. “I have been using some and it works well.” (Thai, age 60+, 40 years of experience)
4. “I have only used visual literacy in very few of my classes, and they seemed to work well. I
feel they work better when they encourage sharing ideas among students in a class.”
(Australian, age 50-59, 15 years of experience)
5. “I would be confident but would like some formal instruction.” (Canadian, age 40-49, 20
years of experience)
6. “Fairly confident but need preparations, trials in advance.” (Thai, age 30-39, 5 years of
experience)
Only 3% explicitly said they were uncomfortable including visual literacy. They stated that
they had never used it before or they were are not up to date on visual literacy and unsure of
how to apply it. 2% gave responses that did not answer the question.
The following are some negative excerpts to open-ended question number 4:
1. “I would be uncomfortable because I haven’t used it in my lesson plans.” (Indian, age 5059, 34 years of experience)
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2. “I’m not so comfortable because I need to update myself.” (Filipino, age 50-59, 32 years of
experience)
3. “At the beginning I might be uncomfortable in attempting to include visual literacy.
However, I think I could feel much more confident if I applied it repeatedly” (Thai, age 30-39,
4 years of experience)
Results of Research Objective Two
Objective 2 - To explore behaviors of university teachers in Thailand regarding visual literacy
application in English language teaching.
Items number 21 to 30 in the Likert scale part of the questionnaire serve to address research
objective 2. The data is as follows.
Table 4.9
Behavior Mean of Respondents
Behavior
21. I teach students to use visual clues to help them understand

Mean

SD

Interpretation

3.21

0.93

average

3.37

1.02

average

3.19

0.95

average

2.96

0.88

average

what they read in English.
22. I use visual media as a stimuli for students to express
themselves in English – orally or in writing.
23. I use visual media to enhance students’ reading
comprehension of English texts.
24. I teach students to use graphic organizers to arrange the
content of the English texts that they have read.
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25. I teach students to use graphic organizers to brainstorm ideas

3.07

0.96

average

3.35

0.97

average

3.19

1.02

average

3.37

1.06

average

3.12

1.05

average

3.19

1.04

average

3.2

0.05

average

in English written note form.
26. I use visual media to trigger students’ imagination and
creativity for expressing their ideas in English orally or in
writing.
27. I use visual media to teach and/or review English
vocabulary.
28. I teach English grammatical structure using graphic
organizers/tables/charts to make the content visually easier for
students to understand.
29. I teach students to express themselves in English using
various visual media.
30. I use animated visual media with English audio to improve
my students’ listening, speaking, and comprehension skills.
Overall
n = 56

Table 4.9 shows the data of statements 21 - 30 which address the behavior of the
respondents regarding their application of visual literacy in order to identify how active the
respondents are in applying visual literacy in their instruction of English language. The
respondents agreed with all items in this section at a neutral level, meaning they did not strongly
agree or disagree to the items regarding their behavior of teaching visual literacy. The mean
score of all the teachers’ behavior level is 3.2 making the interpretation a neutral level.
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Question items number 22, 26, and 28 of the Likert scale have the highest means, which
suggest that most of the respondents tend to use visual media to help stimulate students in selfexpression and to make the content visually easier for students to understand. Overall the
respondents are not strongly active or inactive in their teaching of visual literacy, but their
behavior falls in the average zone (M = 3.2, SD = 0.05).
Figure 4.2
Perceived Behavior of Respondents Regarding Visual Literacy Application

n = 56

Low
11%

High
7%

Moderately Low
9%

Moderately high
41%
Average
32%
Low

Moderately Low

Average

Moderately high

High

As can be seen from figure 4.2, 41% of respondents’ behavior falls in the moderately
high range and 7 in high, totaling 48% of high level application of visual literacy, which
indicates that these individuals are quite active in their application of visual literacy in their
teaching of English language. Responses indicate that 32% demonstrate an average level of
visual literacy application in their teaching, which can be interpreted as using it sometimes, but
not regularly or as actively as those in the 48%. The remaining 20% of respondents’ responses
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put them in the moderately low and low group, indicating that they do not often or rarely use
visual literacy in their teaching. In conclusion, the majority of respondents (52% - combined
from average, moderately low, and low) are not active in their application of visual literacy.
There are slightly more respondents (52%) who do not apply visual literacy actively in their
classrooms than those that do (48%).
In a nut shell, the findings show that behaviors of the surveyed English teachers are
average in terms of using and teaching visual literacy, in spite of having high positive attitudes as
discussed in the quantitative results of objective one. Based on the quantitative findings, their
positive perception of visual literacy does not reflect their actual behavior. Every single
statement in the behavior section of the survey received an average interpretation score. Majority
of respondents rated within average to low in their application of visual literacy despite the fact
that more than half of the respondents had a high positive attitude.
As for the open ended questions, only question number 5 was related to research
objective 2. The analysis and findings are as follows.
Question number 5: On a scale of 1 – 5 (5 being high, 1 being low), how would you rate your
application of teaching visual literacy in your English language teaching? Please explain why
you give yourself a 5, 4, 3 etc. and provide at least one example of using visual literacy in your
teaching.
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Figure 4.3
Percentage of Respondents’ Self-Rating of Application of Visual Literacy

Mean: 3.18

5 - high
11%

1 - low
7%
2 - moderately
low
21%

n = 28
4 - moderately
high
25%
3 - average
36%

1 - low

2 - moderately low

3 - average

4 - moderately high

5 - high

The 28 respondents gave themselves a number rating of 1 – 5 for their visual literacy
application in teaching (5 being high, 1 being low). The data was then converted into percentage
and represented in figure 4.3 above for easy visual reading. The mean of the participants’ selfrating is 3.18. Participants lean more towards average and low visual literacy inclusion. From the
28 sample respondents, 28% rated themselves as low or moderately low. While 36% rated
themselves as average users of visual literacy. Therefore, overall usage of visual literacy is on
the low to average side. This matches the results of the quantitative findings in terms of
respondents’ behavior regarding visual literacy application, in which all respondents gave every
behavior related items only an average agreement, thus signifying that their application of visual
literacy is only mediocre. When asked about using visual media, visual clues, or graphic
organizers as teaching tools, respondents gave only average agreement. It’s interesting to note
that, in the open ended questions, a number of respondents from the selected sample population
(28) rated themselves on the high end of using visual literacy. However, this number is not a
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representation of the whole population of 56, since only 28 were selected for analyzing in the
qualitative section.
Table 4.10
Rating of Respondents Visual Literacy Inclusion
Frequency

%

High
-

Requires students to incorporate visual literacy.

1

3.5%

-

Uses visuals/video/charts.

8

29%

-

Important/useful to include visual literacy

4

14.2%

13

46.7%

Total for High:
Average
-

Depends on students’ level

2

7.1%

-

Limited time /knowledge

2

7.1%

-

Uses visuals/video/charts.

4

14.2%

10

28.4

Total for Average:
Low
-

Lack of time and too much content to cover

3

10.7%

-

Doesn’t use it

2

7.1%

-

Limited knowledge

2

7.1%

7

24.9

Total for Low:
n = 28
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Table 4.10 categorizes the data regarding the respondents’ inclusion of visual literacy
into 3 levels - high, average and low based on their self-rating. Those that rated themselves 4 or 5
are put into the high level, while those rated themselves 3 are put into the average level, and
those who rated themselves 2 or 1 are put into the low level.
Comments from respondents with high level of visual literacy inclusion:
1. “I use it in teaching, reading, grammar, writing, pronunciation/speaking, etc. as time
permits.”(Filipino, age 50-59, 13 years of experience)
2. “Video for listening practice, and pictures for new vocabulary.” (Thai, age 30-39, 4 years of
experience)
3. “I use flowcharts/ bubble charts especially when brainstorming ideas for essay writing.”
(Malaysian, age 40-49, 10 years of experience)
4. “Pictures and videos given learners some ideas about what they are going to learn.” (Thai,
age 30-39, 10 years of experience)
It’s worth noting that while teachers may include visual literacy in their teaching, only
3.6% expect students to express themselves using visuals.
5. “Students are always required to incorporate visual components when giving presentations.”
14.2% commented that they felt that visual literacy plays an average level of importance
part in their teaching. Some respondents who rated themselves as average in visual literacy
inclusion commented that, they were restricted in terms of time and/or knowledge while some
felt that visual literacy was more beneficial for beginning English learners than advanced
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learners. They didn’t find it appropriate for their teaching in terms of level and/or content. Some
mentioned that they sometimes used graphs, charts, video, and other visuals.

Comments from respondents with average level of visual literacy inclusion:
1. “I found it useful and convenient to make students understand the daily lesson more,
compared to the class I didn’t have it” (Thai, age 50-59, 25 years of experience)
2. “I try to include as many as I can. I believe it as an important skill set for my students.”
(Hungarian, age 30-39, 4 years of experience)
3. “I find many kinds of visual literacy to help students to understand the lesson.” (Vietnamese,
age 30-39, 5 years of experience)
4. “When I feel a video will help my explanation, I will include the video in my teaching.”
(American, age 40-49, 16 years of experience)
5. “It doesn’t apply for all levels of learners at all times.” (Myanmar, age 50-59, 28 years of
experience)
6. “Due to lack of knowledge of how to select the best visual media” (Thai, age 30-39, 5 years of
experience)

Respondents rated themselves as low in visual literacy inclusion due to lack of time, limited,
knowledge, or too much content to cover.
7. “I don’t use it.” (Indian, age 50-59, 34 years of experience)
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8. “I need time to learn more” (Thai, age 30-39, 4 years of experience)
9. “I do not have much time and much content to do so in my class.” (Myanmar, age 50-59, 30
years of experience)
10. “The course we teach don’t leave much time to include visual literacy and involve exercises
that do not use it.” (Australian, age 50-59, 15 years of experience)
Summary
This chapter presents the results of quantitative and qualitative data analyses in order to
answer the research questions and the research objectives. The first research objective was to
explore attitudes of university teachers in one private university in Thailand towards the use of
visual literacy in English language teaching. The findings from the Likert-scale questions
indicate that overall the attitudes of respondents towards the use of visual literacy in English
language teaching are at a high level. The data revealed that the cognitive and perceived control
components of attitude are moderately high, while the affective component is average. Samples
from the open ended responses generally support the findings of the quantitative analysis.
Reponses indicated positive attitudes of all three components towards visual literacy usage. The
affective aspect of the quantitative analysis was slightly higher, but it must be kept in mind that
only half of the questionnaire responses were analyzed for the qualitative section.
The second research objective was to explore behaviors of teachers in a certain university
in Thailand regarding their visual literacy application in English language teaching. The results
of the Likert questionnaire indicate that the respondents are not actively using visual literacy in
their teaching of English, despite their positive attitude as indicated in the analysis of the
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quantitative section. Their behavior is not in accordance to their attitude. The attitudes are high
but the behavior is only average.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter is organized into 4 main parts. The first part is the overview of the research
which consists of the scope of study, the research methodology, research instruments, data
collection, and findings. The second part deals with the discussion of the findings, pedagogical
implications, and limitations. The third part presents recommendations of the study followed by
the final section, which provides a conclusion of this study.
Research Summary
This research sought to explore attitudes of university teachers in one private university
in Thailand towards the use of visual literacy in English language teaching, as well as their
behaviors regarding visual literacy application in English language teaching. To achieve this, a
cross sectional survey employing both quantitative Likert scale items and qualitative open ended
questions, was distributed. The content validity of the 5-Point Likert Scale questionnaire was
evaluated by three experts through checking the Item-Objective Congruence (IOC) of each
statement, which indicated that the result of the content validity was 0.96. The questionnaire was
piloted by 23 teachers from another university who were not the main participants in this study.
The pilot results were calculated via SPSS which showed that the reliability of this questionnaire
was 0.98. After reliability of the questionnaire was established, it was then distributed to the
target population. Responses from the Likert-scale questionnaire were analyzed to find mean
scores and standard deviations (SD). In some cases the data was converted into percentage also.
Data from the open-ended question part was analyzed by content analysis using the type of
conceptual or thematic analysis.
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The findings are summarized according to the research objectives.
1. The attitude of English teachers in the private university that was surveyed is moderately
high with a mean of 3.41 and a SD of 0.21. This means that the university teachers
teaching English in this particular university have a somewhat positive overall attitude
towards visual literacy. The breakdown of the components of attitude is as follows:
-

Cognitive component measures moderately high (M= 3.58, SD = 0.05)

-

Perceived control component measures moderately high (M = 3.45, SD = 0.07)

-

Affective component measures average (M = 3.21, SD = 0.04)

2. The behavior of the university teachers regarding visual literacy application in English
language teaching is average with a mean of 3.2 and a SD of 0.05.
This means that the teachers teaching English in this particular university have a
somewhat average application of visual literacy. 48% of the teachers have a high to
moderately high level of visual literacy application, while the remaining 52% are a mix
of average and low users.
Discussion of the Findings
Research Objective 1
With regards to objective one – to explore attitudes of university teachers in one private
university in Thailand towards visual literacy in English language teaching – the data revealed
that the respondents’ overall attitude towards visual literacy in English language teaching is
moderately high or in other words moderately positive. Most of the respondents (68%) realized
the value of visual literacy as an effective means to develop English language skills. In the
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cognitive component, the participants were in high agreement with the concept of including
visual literacy as a component to enhance English language learning. Analysis of the quantitative
section of the questionnaire revealed that the mean of the cognitive component of attitude is 3.58
with a low standard deviation of 0.05 indicating that the same beliefs about the importance of
visual literacy are shared among the population sample. Correspondingly, a majority of teachers
responded in the quantitative section of the questionnaire that they agree that visual literacy plays
an important role in helping students understand difficult concepts in English, helps in learning
vocabulary, stimulates ideas for speaking and writing, and helps in overall English language
development. Individual comments from the qualitative part of the questionnaire support this
belief. Teachers reported that they have the cognitive belief that visual literacy is ‘important’,
‘useful’, and ‘effective’ in teaching English. Even those who admitted to not including visual
literacy much in their instruction agreed about its value and contribution to English language
learning.
This belief about the value of visual literacy to English language teaching was also
observed in a study by Suryanto (2014) who established that visual literacy components
integrated into English language teaching enhances the students English language achievement.
This is further supported by Phanthapongtam and Charumanee’s (2019) study in Thailand which
experimented with two reading groups and reached the conclusion that the reading group taught
using visual literacy performed better than the group that was not. Thus they concluded that
visual literacy is effective in teaching English reading and critical thinking to Thai students.
(Phanthapongtam & Charumanee, 2019)
It is interesting to note that in the section dealing with the cognitive component or beliefs
of the respondents regarding visual literacy, every statement received a moderately high
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agreement except for the statement “Visual literacy is equally important as traditional literacy”.
This statement is the only one to receive an average level of agreement in this section. The
implication being that although teachers recognize the importance and effectiveness of visual
literacy, they still regard visual literacy as secondary when compared to traditional literacy. This
finding bears a striking similarity to Robertson’s (2007) research in which she reports that
English language teachers did not consider visual literacy to be on par with traditional literacy.
This belief is further supported by Goldstein (2016) who states that language teachers tend to
ignore the visual aspect, preferring to focus on written texts in their teachings. Images did not
seem to have much educational value and were not made good use of. Some respondents of this
research commented that because they have a lot of content to cover, they feel that they have no
time for visual literacy thus implying that for them traditional literacy is a faster way to cover
material that they need to teach. Some respondents feel that visual literacy is only helpful at the
beginners’ level. One respondent said, “It’s helpful in teaching English in an extent, but not for
all level of students (doesn’t help much with the advanced learners).” Another respondent stated
that, “It’s very time consuming to develop these materials or to teach them”. The responses from
the questionnaire suggest that majority of the teachers’ preferred traditional literacy over visual
literacy.
Regarding the affective component of attitude, the overall mean is 3.27 with an SD of
0.4 and an interpretation of average. Data from the qualitative section of the questionnaire
revealed that while respondents felt moderately positive about the benefits and value of using
visual literacy, their feelings were only average in terms of being prepared, responsible, and
motivated to teach visual literacy. One very interesting finding revealed by the data is that a high
number of participants feel that their college education had not prepared them with the
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knowledge and skills to teach visual literacy as indicated by a mean of 2.96 which is the lowest
mean for the affective part of the survey. More than half of the respondents indicated that their
knowledge of visual literacy was mostly informal from self-study or fellow colleagues. Analysis
of the data provided regarding the respondents’ education of visual literacy in college revealed
that 66% had inadequate learning visual literacy while 20% had basic background and only 14%
could be considered proficient in their knowledge of visual literacy. This lack of visual literacy
training from college may explain why participants also expressed only an average affective
attitude towards responsibility and motivation in teaching visual literacy. The implication may be
that because they don’t feel they have enough know-how about teaching visual literacy, they are
more reluctant to use it in their teaching.
These results bear a striking resemblance to Robertson’s (2007) findings in her
exploration of English high school teachers’ attitudes to visual literacy. Robertson’s study
revealed that her participants had received little formal training in teaching visual literacy.
Robertson states that colleges/universities did not do a good job preparing their undergraduate
teachers-to-be how to incorporate visual literacy instruction into teaching English (Robertson,
2007). Similarly, participants of this study did not have much formal training in visual literacy.
The majority either learned about visual literacy informally or had no previous learning at all
which is similar to Robertson’s findings.
Another study that supports the findings of this research is from Maldonado’s (2019)
exploration of teachers’ understandings and self-reported practices of visual literacy in English
language teaching. Maldonado concluded in his study that English language teachers were not
given direct training regarding visual literacy in pre-service education and in-service professional
development (Maldonado, 2019).
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In terms of the perceived control component of attitude, overall responses indicated that
participants had moderately high confidence in their ability to use visual literacy. However, their
confidence was mostly in their ability to use visual media and electronic devices in their
instruction. When it came to selection of visual media and editing visual media, as well as
teaching students to use visual media to express themselves, they expressed less confidence.
Participants indicated moderately high attitude of confidence towards the usage of the
technological devices such as smart phones, tablets, projectors, computers, etc., which are part of
their daily use in life. But in terms of usage of software or programs for modifying/editing visual
media, participants indicated only an average level of confidence. The implication seems to be
that teachers have a more limited knowledge when it comes to software involved in making
visuals appropriate for specific teaching purposes. Even in the selection of available images,
participants were not confident in their ability to search for and select them. In the open ended
responses, several participants mentioned how time-consuming it is to search for the appropriate
visual resource that is needed. Furthermore, available visuals may still need to be edited to serve
the specific teaching purpose, which also is time-consuming and requires specific skills. Because
teachers did not have enough training in using visual literacy from college, they lack the ability
to apply it in their classrooms effectively.
As already mentioned, the majority of respondents reported in the affective section of the
questionnaire that they felt not well equipped with knowledge of visual literacy and visual
literacy teaching skills. This is supported by Matusiak’s (2019) study of University students’
visual literacy skill whereby the data indicated that the participating respondents had limited
instruction in visual literacy. They lacked basic visual literacy skills in selecting, evaluating, and
using images. According to Matusiak, teachers need to be visually literate themselves before
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they can teach their students to be visually literate (Matusiak, 2019). In the same manner,
Begoray (2001) states that the problem with the new literacy paradigm is teachers need to
receive training in visual literacy and media production before they can include visual literacy in
their own teaching. This leads to the implication that today teachers additionally need to be well
versed in the visual realm.
Research Objective 2
With regards to objective two – to explore behaviors of university teachers in one private
university Thailand regarding visual literacy application in English language teaching – findings
from the quantitative section of this research indicate that less than half of the participants were
actively applying visual literacy in their English teaching. All 10 questions concerning the
behavior of the respondents regarding their use of visual literacy in teaching received an average
agreement - not a single item received a rating of above average. The teachers were only using
visual literacy at a mediocre level. This is an interesting finding and contrary to what might be
expected since the data showed the overall attitude towards visual literacy to be moderately high.
It would seem logical to assume that if attitude is high or positive, then behavior should
correspondingly be high. However, this was not the case among this population sample.
The results of this study echo findings from prior research conducted by Robertson
(2007). Robertson’s study revealed the same results, that in spite of teachers’ agreement of the
importance and effectiveness of visual literacy, they were not actively applying visual literacy in
their classroom. Open ended responses from the qualitative section of this study reveal that time
and content seem to be factors obstructing teachers from using visual literacy. When asked about
their application of visual literacy, some respondents explained that they were worried about the
amount of content they had to cover and with the limited time they had to cover so much
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material, they felt they did not have time to use visual literacy in their instruction. Robertson,
likewise reported similar findings, stating that the teachers cited lack of time, training, materials,
and equipment as reasons for not including or applying visual literacy in classrooms (Robertson,
2007).
Maldonado (2019) reported that while the respondents of his research did make use of
visual texts in their classrooms to help improve learners’ reading, writing and speaking skills,
they did not focus on building of meaningful and critical interpretation and production of visual
texts. Maldonado concluded in his findings that there is a need for more explicit inclusion of
visual literacy training in pre-service teacher education and professional development.
(Maldonado, 2019). This has already been mentioned in the previous section discussing the
findings regarding teachers’ affective attitude.
In short, based on the quantitative and qualitative findings, the positive attitude of the
participants is not reflected in the actual behavior. The data revealed a moderately high level of
attitude, but only an average level of behavior. Comments from open ended questions revealed
several reasons why respondents did not use visual literacy. One reason is due to lack of
knowledge/skills concerning visual literacy and how to use it. Another reasons cited is the lack
of time. Respondents felt that using visual literacy takes up a lot of time and because they had a
lot of content to cover and too little time, they felt that that using visual literacy is too time
consuming. Others stated that they visual literacy was not appropriate for the advanced English
language learners and therefore did not feel the need to use it.

(The red part below has been moved here from another section as per Dr.Marilyn comments)
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A major pedagogical implication suggested by the findings of this study is that there is
some reluctance to use visual literacy in classroom teaching despite a positive attitude. As
already previously stated in the discussions of findings, respondents had a moderately high
agreement level regarding the importance and effectiveness of using visual literacy, but this
positive attitude is not reflected in their behavior of applying visual literacy in their instructions.
If teachers recognize visual literacy as an effective way to enhance English language
development, why are they not using it more?
Factors that may account for this low use of visual literacy is mentioned in several of the
teacher’s open ended responses. Responses from the open ended questions indicated some
uncertainty and lack of confidence in using visual literacy in spite of having had formal and/or
informal learning regarding visual literacy. In fact, some respondents stated that they had no
knowledge or learning of visual literacy at all. This is also supported by the data collected from
the teachers’ background education wherein the majority of the teachers responded that they had
little knowledge of visual literacy. The data implies that respondents’ did not receive enough
academic visual literacy learning at the tertiary level. Also it would appear that hands on training
of visual literacy, as opposed to just theoretical learning is needed since even those who had
exposure to visual literacy learning expressed lack of confidence in using it. The indication is
that visual literacy is not addressed enough in education programs at the tertiary level.
Colleges/universities do not prepare prospective teachers with visual literacy teaching skills, nor
are visual literacy related trainings or seminars offered by the educational institutions the
respondents worked at.
This lack of knowledge and training regarding visual literacy may be a factor
contributing to the reason why respondents were not very active in including visual literacy in
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their instruction. Another possible reason why teachers are not actively applying visual literacy
as be actively is because of the belief that visual literacy takes a second stand to traditional
literacy, meaning that visual literacy is not as important as traditional literacy. This is evidenced
by the data from the cognitive section wherein teachers expressed only average agreement about
the statement “Visual literacy is equally important as traditional literacy.” The pedagogical
implication here is that the surveyed teachers still regard traditional literacy of using letters and
texts to be the preferred way of instruction. Comments made in the open ended questions
mentioned a concern about the limitation of time and the amount of material required to cover
which made teachers feel they did not have time to use visual literacy. The implication being that
visual literacy is time consuming to use as a means of instruction, and thus teachers prefer to use
traditional literacy. Teachers also expressed a lack of confidence in selecting, editing, and
preparing materials for visual literacy instruction. This raises the question whether teachers
consider it time consuming to prepare lessons that include visual literacy or is it time consuming
to apply visual literacy in class, or both?
Another interesting point revealed by the comments is that some teachers view visual
literacy as not needed or relevant for students at the advanced level of English learning. They
seem to believe visual literacy is not useful beyond a certain level of English ability and do not
use it. In short, the implications from the data suggest that teachers still do not regard visual
literacy to be as efficient as traditional literacy in teaching English, and find it only appropriate
for students at the beginner’s level of English. This observation is also made by Kress and Van
Leeuwan (1996) who expressed that visual literacy is not emphasized in formal education as
much as traditional literacy is. This can be seen in text books used in different grade levels.
Elementary level texts have plenty of visual images, but at higher levels they become scarcer and
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the majority of materials are presented in the form of alphabetic text (Kress and Van Leeuwan,
1996). This is also supported by Robertson (2007) who says that development of visual ability is
often neglected in higher levels of education and the focus in more on abstract, logical, wordbased thinking (Robertson 2007).
Pedagogical Implications
Pedagogical implications, therefore, are that teachers need more learning regarding visual
literacy and how to apply it in classroom. This includes knowledge of selecting, editing, and
modifying visual media to serve their teaching purposes. They need to understand that visual
literacy is equally important as traditional literacy and realize that the benefits of visual literacy
is not limited only to beginning levels of English language learners. Once they have a true
understanding of visual literacy and how to use it, this may help them to make time to
consciously include visual literacy in their English language instruction.
Since the data implies lack of formal visual literacy teaching in colleges there are a
number of recommendations for educational establishments, educational administrators, teachers
of English, and research practitioners. They are the following.
For Educational Administrators
1. Thai educational establishments should include more visual literacy courses in
universities for students studying in the field of education, both at the Bachelors and
Masters level.
2. Educational administrators should organize visual literacy training/seminars for the
teaching staff to train those who may not have taken formal visual literacy courses or
learned about visual literacy, to apply visual literacy in their classroom teachings.
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3. Educational administrators should establish a policy to raise awareness of the
importance of visual literacy in teaching, and teachers should be encouraged to apply
visual literacy in their classroom teaching.
Teachers of English can also take the initiative for their professional development by
attending workshops or seminars regarding visual literacy in order to be more knowledgeable
and comfortable with using visual literacy. This may help more teachers view visual literacy in a
more positive way and lead to increased visual literacy application in their English instruction.
Including visual literacy in their instruction will help the students develop English skills in a
more engaging and more effective way.

Limitations
The research has been insightful but still has limitations. Firstly, this research was limited
to only one private university, therefore the population sample (56) was small. The data
therefore, is not a representation of a higher population of university English language teachers.
In addition, not all the English teachers in the department answered the survey, in spite of the
fact that the survey was easily accessible online and could be done anytime at their leisure. Out
of the 80 plus teachers teaching English in this department, only 56 submitted responses. The
number of participants was lower than hoped.
In terms of the research instrument, there was a limitation to the open ended responses.
Many teachers left the open ended questions unanswered or gave very brief answers. Therefore,
details which could have provided more clarity and insight were not provided.
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Another limitation is not many studies have been conducted on the topic of visual literacy
in Thailand. There is not much literature review regarding visual literacy pertaining to Thailand;
hence the researcher was unable to find much research for reference. Most of the literature
review comes from research and studies done in other countries.
Recommendations for Further Study
1. Since this study was conducted in only one private university in Thailand, further
research should be conducted in other universities to compare and gain further in-depth
information regarding attitude or behavior of teachers concerning visual literacy.
2. Research should be conducted to investigate factors that cause teachers to not actively
include visual literacy their classroom instructions, in spite of a positive attitude for
visual literacy.
3. Research should be conducted to observe how teachers use and teach visual literacy in a
classroom as this will provide more reliable information than using an open-ended
response question.
4. Interview is recommended to gain insightful information and details.
Conclusion
Findings from this research revealed that the teachers who responded to this survey have a
moderately high level of attitude towards visual literacy. However, less than half were actively
applying visual literacy to the English teaching. More than half reported that they were not
confident in their ability to include visual literacy in their English instruction. Their lack of
formal learning regarding visual literacy may be the reason for their lack of confidence. Other
factors for the low average level of visual literacy inclusion were time constraints and the
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amount of material required to be covered, coupled with the belief that visual literacy is only
useful at the beginners’ level of English language learning.
Action can be taken to improve or support these teachers in their knowledge and
application of visual literacy. The findings of this research can help national education institution
and private University administrators decide whether or not to train current teachers and
prospective teachers regarding visual literacy.
Since the study is based specifically on English language teachers at this particular
university, it would be helpful for the department to know if their teachers need professional
development regarding teaching visual literacy and in what specific areas of visual literacy
would they need support. Training and professional development can then be provided to
teachers as needed.
At the individual level, it may help teachers be aware of their own weakness regarding
teaching visual literacy and prompt them to seek professional development or adjust their
teaching to include more visual literacy skills which will help to improve their students’ English
proficiency.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
Instruction
This questionnaire was constructed to explore the attitude of English language teachers in a
private university towards teaching visual literacy. Please fill in the information below and
complete the questionnaire. All information provided will be kept confidential.
Part 1: Background Knowledge
Nationality: ________________
Age Range:

(20 – 29)

(30 – 39)

(40 – 49)

(50 – 59)

(60+)

Total years of experience teaching English: ______
Education Background: please specify degree(s), university(ies), country of university(ies), and
year of graduation
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Explanation of Terms:
Visual media – refers to anything that can be seen with the eye, such as
pictures/illustrations/photographs
poster/billboard/brochures/pamphlets
graphs/charts/tables/maps
videos/motion graphics/movies/animation
statues/models/globes
Visual literacy - the ability to read images and use images to convey meaning
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Yes/No Questions
Please tick all boxes that apply to you.
1. I took a course in visual literacy in my undergraduate and/or graduate studies.
(Course = semester long class)
2. A unit in visual literacy was included in my one of my undergraduate and/or graduate
courses. (Unit = chapter(s) or lesson(s) that are part of a course)
3. I received training in visual literacy from the institution that I was teaching at.
(Training = attending workshops or seminars)
4. I learned about visual literacy informally through others or by self-studying.
5. None of the above apply to me
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Part 2: Visual Literacy Questionnaire

visual materials.
3. Visual literacy plays an important role in helping students
develop their English language skills.
4. Visual media helps to explain concepts that are difficult for
students with limited English language skills to understand.
5. Visual media effectively helps students learn English vocabulary.
6. Visual media helps to stimulate students in speaking and writing.
7. Visual literacy is equally important as traditional literacy.
(reading text and letters)

Strongly Agree

2. English language learners must be taught how to understand

Moderately Agree

forms of visual media.

Neutral

1. Visual literacy is the ability to construct meaning from different

Moderately Disagree

Cognitive component - beliefs

Strongly Disagree

Please write an “X” in the box that corresponds to your answer
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10. I feel English language learners need to be taught how to
interpret visual media.
11. I feel that teaching visual literacy enhances students’ overall
development of English language skills.
12. I feel that it is my responsibility to teach students to be visually
literate.
13. I feel highly motivated to teach visual literacy.
14. I feel I have sufficient visual media to support my inclusion of
visual literacy in my classroom teaching.

Strongly Agree

language learning.

Moderately agree

9. I feel that visual literacy as an important component of English

Neutral

literacy effectively.

Moderately Disagree

8. I feel my college education has prepared me to teach visual

Strongly Disagree

Affective States
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17. I am able to teach students to use visual media to help
express themselves in English.
18. I am able to use visual media to trigger and enhance students
thinking.
19. I am able to use electronic devices (phones, computers,
tablets, projector, TVs) to show still and/or animated images to
accompany my teaching.
20. I am able to edit visual media to serve my specific English
teaching objectives.

Strongly Agree

in visual media.

Moderately agree

16. I am able to help students to understand messages expressed

Neutral

want to teach.

Moderately Disagree

15. I am able to select visual media appropriate for the content I

Strongly Disagree

Perceived Control
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Perceived Behavior

visual media.
30. I use animated visual media with English audio to improve my
students’ listening, speaking, and comprehension skills.

Very Often

28. I teach English grammatical structure using graphic
organizers/tables/charts to make the content visually easier for
students to understand.
29. I teach students to express themselves in English using various

Often

24. I teach students to use graphic organizers to arrange the content of
the English texts that they have read.
25. I teach students to use graphic organizers to brainstorm ideas in
English written note form.
26. I use visual media to trigger students’ imagination and creativity
for expressing their ideas in English orally or in writing.
27. I use visual media to teach and/or review English vocabulary.

Sometimes

English texts.

Rarely

Never

21. I teach students to use visual clues to help them understand what
they read in English.
22. I use visual media as a stimuli for students to express themselves
in English – orally or in writing.
23. I use visual media to enhance students’ reading comprehension of
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Open-Ended Questions
1. How would you describe your background knowledge of visual literacy (formally and/or
informally)?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. How do you feel about using visual literacy in teaching English Language?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3. How would you describe your beliefs regarding visual literacy in teaching English Language?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
4. How confident or comfortable are you in including visual literacy in your classroom teaching?
Please explain your answer.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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5. On a scale of 1 – 5 (5 being high, 1 being low), how would you rate your inclusion of teaching
visual literacy in your English language teaching?
Please explain why you give yourself a 5, 4, 3 etc. and provide at least one example of using
visual literacy in your teaching.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Index-of-Item-Congruence (IOC) of the Teachers’ Attitude Towards Visual Literacy Questionnaire

Item

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Yes-No questions

of Experts

score

Value

Validity

I took a course in visual literacy in my

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

undergraduate and/or graduate studies.
(Course = semester long class)
A unit in visual literacy was included in my one
of my undergraduate and/or graduate courses.
(Unit = chapter(s) or lesson(s) that are part of a
course)
I received training in visual literacy from the
institution that I was teaching at.

(Training =

attending workshops or seminars)
I learned about visual literacy informally through
others or by self-studying.
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Item - Likert Scale questions

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Cognitive component - beliefs

of Experts

score

value

Validity

1. Visual literacy is the ability to construct

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

0

2

0.6

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

0

2

0.6

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

meaning from different forms of visual media.
2. English language learners must be taught how
to understand visual materials.
3. Visual literacy plays an important role in
helping students develop their English language
skills.
4. Visual media helps to explain concepts that
are difficult for students with limited English
language skills to understand.
5. Visual media effectively helps students learn
English vocabulary.
6. Visual media helps to stimulate students in
speaking and writing.
7. Visual literacy is equally important as
traditional literacy. (reading text and letters)
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Item – Likert scale questions

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Affective states

of Experts

score

value

Validity

8. I feel my college education has prepared me to

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

0

2

0.6

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

teach visual literacy effectively.

9. I feel that visual literacy as an important
component of English language learning.
10. I feel English language learners need to be
taught how to interpret visual media.
11. I feel that teaching visual literacy enhances
students’ overall development of English
language skills.
12. I feel that it is my responsibility to teach
students to be visually literate.
13. I feel highly motivated to teach visual
literacy.
14. I feel I have sufficient visual media to
support my inclusion of visual literacy in my
classroom teaching.
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Item - Likert scale questions

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Perceived Control

of Experts

score

value

Validity

15. I am able to select visual media appropriate

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

for the content I want to teach.
16. I am able to help students to understand
messages expressed in visual media.
17. I am able to teach students to use visual
media to help express themselves in English.
18. I am able to use visual media to trigger and
enhance students thinking.
19. I am able to use electronic devices (phones,
computers, tablets, projectors, TVs) to show still
and/or animated images to accompany my
teaching.
20. I am able to edit visual media to serve my
specific English teaching objectives.
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Item – Likert scale questions

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Behavior

of Experts

score

value

Validity

21. I teach students to use visual clues to help

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

them understand what they read in English.
22. I use visual media as a stimuli for students to
express themselves in English – orally or in
writing.
23. I use visual media to enhance students’
reading comprehension of English texts.
24. I teach students to use graphic organizers to
arrange the content of the English texts that they
have read.
25. I teach students to use graphic organizers to
brainstorm ideas in English written note form.
26. I use visual media to trigger students’
imagination and creativity for expressing their
ideas in English orally or in writing.
27. I use visual media to teach and/or review
English vocabulary.
28. I teach English grammatical structure using
graphic organizers/tables/charts to make the
content visually easier for students to
understand.
29. I teach students to express themselves in
English using various visual media.
30. I use animated visual media with English
audio to improve my students’ listening,
speaking, and comprehension skills.
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Item

Opinion Score

Total

IOC

Content

Open Ended Questions

of Experts

score

value

Validity

1. How would you describe your background

Expert

Expert

Expert

1

2

3

1

1

0

2

0.6

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

1

1

0

3

0.6

Yes

1

1

1

3

1

Yes

learning of visual literacy (formally and/or
informally)?
2. How do you feel about using visual literacy in
teaching English Language?
3. How would you describe your beliefs
regarding visual literacy in teaching English
Language?
4. How confident or comfortable are you in
including visual literacy in your classroom
teaching? Please explain your answer.
5. On a scale of 1 – 5 (5 being high, 1 being
low), how would you rate your inclusion of
teaching visual literacy in your English language
teaching?
Please explain why you give yourself a 5, 4, 3
etc. and provide at least one example of using
visual literacy in your teaching.
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Appendix C
Inter Coder Correlation Test

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic

df

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

Coder2

.268

33

.000

.707

33

.000

Coder1

.252

33

.000

.686

33

.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Nonparametric Correlations
Correlations
Coder1
Spearman's rho

Coder1

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Coder2

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Coder2

1.000

.904**

.

.000

33

33

.904**

1.000

.000

.

33

33
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Appendix D
Individual Respondent’s Mean Regarding Attitude
Respondent

Mean

Interpretation

Respondent

Mean

Interpretation

1.

3.6

Moderately high

29.

4.85

High

2.

4

Moderately high

30.

3.85

Moderately high

3.

3

Average

31.

3.15

Average

4.

4

Moderately high

32.

3.2

Average

5.

1.35

Low

33.

4.05

Moderately high

6.

3.75

Moderately high

34.

1.3

Low

7.

3.8

Moderately high

35.

4.25

High

8.

5

High

36.

1.45

Low

9.

4.15

Moderately high

37.

3

Average

10.

3.8

Moderately high

38.

4.05

Moderately high

11.

3.95

Moderately high

39

4.65

High

12.

2.8

Average

40.

3.95

Moderately high

13.

1

Low

41.

3.85

Moderately high

14.

3.65

Moderately high

42.

1.55

Low

15.

3.9

Moderately high

43.

3.5

Moderately high

16.

3.65

Moderately high

44.

3.9

Moderately high

17.

3.55

Moderately high

45.

4.05

Moderately high

18.

4.2

Moderately high

46.

3.8

Moderately high

19.

3.75

Moderately high

47.

4.1

Moderately high

20.

3.9

Moderately high

48.

3.4

Average

21.

1.55

Low

49.

2.95

Moderately low

22.

2

Moderately low

50.

3.75

Moderately high

23.

3.65

Moderately high

51.

4.05

Moderately high

24.

3.6

Moderately high

52.

1.3

Low

25.

2.65

Average

53.

3.75

Moderately high

26.

3.45

Moderately high

54.

4.6

High
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27.

3.85

Moderately high

55.

3.35

Average

28.

3.6

Moderately high

56.

3.75

Moderately high

